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A popular Government,
without popularinformation or the means of
acquiringit,
is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy; or
perhaps both.
Knowledge will forever govern ignorance;
And a people who mean to be their own
Governors,
must arm themselves with the power which
knowledge gives.
JAMES MADISON to W. T. BARRY
August 4, 1822
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HOW
HAS SADDAM HUSSEIN
SURVIVED?
ECONOMIC SANCTIONS: 1990-93

PATRICK CLAWSON

Sanctions have lately become a mechanism of choice for
addressing international riisputes--hut do they work!
in its tirst 45 years. the Security Council of the 'nited
Nations (LI .N ) had imposed sanctions only twice-on
Rhodesia n I 9('6 and on South Africa in 1977. Then in
August 1991 the Security Council put comprehensive
sanctions on Iraq (Resolution 66 I). These were followed
in 199 l-92 by arms embargoes on the republics ot the
former Yugoslavia (Resolution 7 13, September 1991) and
Somalia (Resolution 733. January 1992. That spring Libya
was put under an arms embargo. a ban on aircraft flights.
and a requirement to re(iuce diplomatic staff (Resolution
74X. March 1992 )*I The sanctions against Yugoslavia

For hliw\
1 19N. AflL1iIfl rc'Iuiioii.
'c I'.iul Fiisoi. 'Ftiiiciiiii. ;ifld
I'wcr.
hid lnvcnih n:
UN .A(-Ir(m in Rcpc.z ni Hz,,n;in Righis iiii
Hurnaniiai an Iritcrvcniinn. in Nigel Rudic\ cd.. To Lr'xc the Imd' o
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(consisting then only of Serbia and Miontenegro ) were
widened to include miany economic and financijal transactions lResolution 757. May 1992. and Resolution T7S7
November 1992). UEven the Organization of American
States, for the first time in its history, impo,,ed sanc tions-on Haiti in October 1991.
The Iraqi experience offers some rich lesson,, about the
ambiguity over the aims of sanctions, the varied mlechanisms that a government canl use to adjust to sanctions, and
the impact of sanctions onl living standards.

1 What Have Been the Aims of Sanctions?
It 'is not easy to judge Mhether the sanctions against Iraq
have been Successful because What they werec meanit to
accomplish is not clear. The viewpoint.,1 there is abundant
proof that sanctions can work." is hard to evaluate w ithou~t
clear agreement about what "working" mieans. Success
cannot be judged in the abstract.

Sanctions Prewar
Before the war, there was a vigorous
States about the sanctions. Senator
described the differences as "at the
about what policies the United States

debate in the United
Samn Nunn (U-Ga.)
heart of the debate"
should adopt toward

'x:
hijltcIn
I'Mtlti, M111l intrcvemlI nitn
m fh'fi'iic ' ,lamatt,,

R~i~'ht London:

Brarswcv\. 199)2,
2. (;ai,' Cly~de Fluthbncr and Kimhei-iN Ann EIIhim.-Smictio,'
Stinn N'en Y,',k Times. 14 Janwary, 199)1.
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Iraq.' One ,,roup questioned the effects economic sanctionls
could( h ave onl Iaq. hut another group asked what goals
sanctions %%ere meant to achiev e.
PrewNar, there appear to have been four mallor schools ot
ttiou-iht about " hat the sanctions %%eredesWfled to do0: (Ii
devya state thle Iraqi economy1ý to toIrce Iraq to w ithdldra
quickly from Kuwkait' (2) wNarn Iraq that thle "orld comniull~nity would-later if not soonler--force Iraq to lea~ e Kual\it:
(3) weakeni Iraq's abilIity to defend itself If allied iiC
seOf
force proved necessary: (4) signal wxorldx\ ide disapproval
imimediately while dec iding onl other action1.
ECONOMIC DEVASTATION. Sanctioiis were (lismially
Inettective at torcing Iraqi wvithdrawalj inl thle short run anid
there were [to reasonable prospects of success. As Di'rector
of Central Intelligence Williami Webster wkrote ('ongrless at
the time. "Economic hardship alone is unlikely to compel
Saddam to retreat from Ku\wait.-'
WORLDWIDE PRESSURE. Steadily escalatinig wkorld" ide
econom11ic pressure onl Iraq might have gi0 en Saddam-illa
excuse to cl imb dow&n and a motivation to do so. 1The sanctioins might also have 1(induced Iraq to he torthcomini Ill! i
The success of sanctions at achieving~ these g'oals is
(debatable, but it seemis unlikely Saddamn wouild have aiireed

to withdrawv despite sustained sanctions. As ('ontoressniand
S~cpheri Solarz (1)-N.Y.) wýrote. "if six weeks of the most
intense aerial bombardment inl history was lot o.l'fficient to
bring about an unconditional Iraqi withdrawkal from Kuwait.
it is simply not plaulsible to suggest that six niore months

3

SamnNuinn, "War Sh'iild. Re. i~La'.! Rc'.'rt,"
199. 1.

4~.

Wasiengton,P,'..

R. Ictircy Snnih. 14Th'hin'.i,'on Pow'.. I I JanuatrN
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ot thle relati~ cly hemgo allIiad~iItt
sik t Ill ýo()Uld ia\
donle sI.
MILITARY WEAKENING, Sandm slmi,'
eeaI1'v
11ilta11\ forýce. Bul
1se
IIhtiut
the Lfor
-ons'iderel I
atnother aspec.t () tltts sanlct~ilns
sit( causeIN A dettiVI0t
tion inI the Irayp iilitar\ m)that %0hen tighting took p! ao
mtp~atd ithat
thle aliscoUld qui~ckly prexojl . nlt
sanctions.\, %henl inposed. could impairI'
the Ikeadi ie."N 10
lraq\ý ad\ anlced ý%
ealpows s'\ stemsN [Hic thinkiiie- ý\ 'I" oitlie
Irq otUld con~tinueI trin,
1ing' \'\ Ith thle
tiisanld \'paw
part's
ni h ecomel scaroce: orl tai mug 11,
\
11ehle
"spare p~arts W uld he a(Ieut.11'Ie, bUt cr\\ s\M Itd he uI,1lo'l
toI Use thle sytm
tfecti~ eI.
InI the o'cent. thle sanclthol
ms I not appeal1 to) ha'~c h1,(
muIch effect 0In thle Irai-3 111ilitar\ IHW deter1ioratin thicu I0
thle sanictions" \%,Ias iox
('DIirector Webster Itesified III
LDecetner I')')() that the sankd on, "'are atfec tin thle hIraq
military only at the mlarg!ins'' and that the !ramli militart\
wkould nlot he seriously alfteCted tfor sOfIie 01001iths1
t.
)111
N-lore Important. the s;anctions seem to ha\ e had olei
Impact onl Iraq sýuse of itsý advanced \%ceapon systems.
Thlose systenis pro\ed No InaIdCeq nate y-ellatki k to the I s
forcesý that they wecre rapidly put of action. Faced ý\it h the
(WerWhelminr! tecLhnological superioritN of the ( 'Sý forces.
the Iraqi performance ould not 1kIikl\ have beenl difIterent
had they had hetier access to Sparfe partIs. ThIe presnceCIC (It
foreign advisors, however. migTht hawe made a noticeable
-L
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Iadj IIIaV haxCeCI
thle HInteiu11titrna C01111111.11iit% \ 10\\ed it', \ jolatiOnl Ot 1"W1iria-

Sanctions Postwar
thle

1
nitreCiMn)Iplcated.
sitUatiOnl bckaIme Cell 11n

1-h1
sitlIMidy hasC continlued becaus~e Ot inaiWIits toage
about th.: ci:Ir llumstanCeS tOr littine1- them.l Inldeed, the
"sanctuions tuirined Out to) he harder to lift than hald hCeen
fPOstMar,

realized "Olhen adopted. EprsOn thle I*nited Nations.1 onl
saflct ions, anid onl thle MIi ddle astl thle mi d st of thle x ar
xxere b\' nlo mlans sure Ihllth sanctionls won I Coui intie
after the war. Trhe Inertia Of the tI.N. system appears toohe
symmletrical:I kohile hard to stir Into action. the t nitedl
Nations is, hard to stop once In Inlot iOn.
The main c:riteria that have been offered [Or ludeineM the
sUCCess Of sanlctions" postwvar have beeni: ( I ) ito keep 11ral.
fromn rearming: (2) ito sectire full conIpi i anIc w\ith VA..N
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resolutions: (3) to end Saddam Hussein's rule: (4) to punish
Iraq.
PREVENTING REARMAMENT. The least ambitious goal foi
the sanctions is to keep a tight arms embargo on Iraq to
prevent rearmament and progress with its unconventional
weapons program. Through a tight international inspection
regime on shipments to Iraq, the embargo would make
suppliers unilling to deal with Iraq, and through occasional missions by international observers gross violations,
w ould be detected. Perhaps most important, Iraq would
lack the dollars for large-scale arms purchases.
The sanctions regiime has achieved much in this regard.
However, Kenneth Timmerman has marshalled the evidence
to show that Iraq has been able to rebuild many of its
military industries,' although admittedly many of the
restored factories can probably produce only at a very low
rate, if at all. given shortaes of material. In addition,
Michael Eisenstadt has shown that Iraq has restored to
service enough military equipment and has maintained
enough units to give Baghdad the most powerful military in
the Gulf." The Iraqi military remains formidable by
regional standards. the largest in the region, with 2,10(0
tanks. 3,311) armored personnel carrers. and 1, 1(0( artillery
pieces.
SECURING FULL COMPLIANCE WITH U.N. The ceasetire

S. Iraq Rchuilhs Itx Iil:itrn Indusitricx. St al Relxrt
oi F
lrci'nAltair, S bc'omimittce oin [ flin ltI
ihgrin/atlr'Fll,
"

IraqK
I).
VWa'hiiitonl

and HUlItin RighIs.

i0

(.lon ..

('tlrrnt

1A

ht c Him

('oniunitcc.

Scclily. [iflll
Sc.,-. 29 .1n1i)
1)L

('Co1 lentiu
nal
1i ilial
('apabilit es,''
ntitwte IT N,.:ti Eat I'tdic') I July I)99 .

lt!!lal
ltcu

.

Polic.v0 tr Ih

I0VKenneth Katimai. "haq. Future Poicy O)plrn.". C('ngu.rcssonal Research
Sep, ixc Report i, Congires.
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CS0l0tiOnl (Number h87 ) inlude:llJs thdimnlne
ofIraqiI
cheicil.al. biOloer'cal. nlucear. and looc-rancoe missile výeapr
ons programs; the payment oif reparations: and the recoigniti on of KIuwa It i indepenldenkc mt hi n the (:. N -denlarcated
bOrder. Other resolutions the (united States has said it
%\\o[ld\\ ant to imrplemented betfore endingc the sanctioIn
inlclude resolutions On human right-, for the KurIdish anld
Shilite minorities.
Iraq \ rccord of complian"ce with thle (1.\N. resolutions has
beenl spott at best. WAith reC~ard to it~s arnms prokgramls.
Bap hdad has impeded the work of variouIS 1.. .inspectionI
mlissior is, lead incu tO several confrontations. It refuLsedi un1til
JulyI 199~3, to agree to) the Resolution 715 provisions, fbr
Ion--er
ni~toring, Of armls productionl, and It contin ue"s
to0 h ide information about its foreignl supliersIC- requir111ed
Under ReSOIlutionl 087 With reoard to issueCs suIch as thle
demarcation of Ku)ait' \ borderl-s Or humInan ri chIts for K urds
and S hi ites. .Sdddanl' s rcor-d has beenl one Of Il ar tOtal
di srec-ard for the I ý.N. reCsolion.101S
S anctions do not appear to have beenl a major factor InI
Saddalam S decisionIs abou~t how fair to comply wilth the U,N.
resolutions. Whenever hie has backed downl trom an Initial
refusal to comply wvith a [! .Ni. demand, thle principal
motivating factor would seem to have: been the threat of'
force, combined with aItU.N. williniinless to compromiise On
thle po)int~s to) \hich-I he is nllost senIsitive. It -\\ould be
di fficul~t to cite any ca~se in AhI c h Sanctions led
bhc k do\ý ni from Iesistance to I.N
N. reouions.I

Saddam too

END SADDAM HUSSEIN'S RULE. The o',erthro,% of Saddam
HLusseiln was rn0Horiglinally a g'oal as definled by spokCSlesme

PATR.ICK<
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fo- the I. S. l!oi eminent. but,1had becMIlCm MeC h\ \uLInIlerC
I'NQ I. Deputy Nationlal SecurI tN COUncil adl\ i~er Roberti
(Gates si enalled the new policy in a 7 \Ia\ 1 I))spco-h:
"Saddan Is,discredited and cannot be redeemedl
All
possible sanlctions, N ill be Imaintained uniVI lhe 1i
e.'
On the first anniversary otf the war',s start. Presidenlt lB usli
stated. "The A merican people and I remlain deteriii ncd tII
keep) the pressure on SaddaInl un~til a neCw, leadk-rsh ip
to) power in Iraq,"' although White I louse press wLse rta v
Miartin Fitmwater .streswed that thle chanee,11 "'I,, ni it mmiinth incý
We canl do fromIl thle outside."'
Bill ('linton, thle week before his presildential Inaneni a
tiori. seemed to signal a \xillingynevs to \\ uk wi'hl Saddiaill
HuISSein when he stated. "'1 al ~a)s tell eevo\
Ii
Baptist, I believe inI deathibed conversrions. It lihe kkan tN a
different relationship %kith the I. iiited States and ý\ith thle
U nitedi Nations, all lie has to dto is chamtiW: the beha\ (1.Later the Clinton administration clartifie that its stanice was
the same as Al Gore had set out In Septemtber 19 ) 1: I ie
only way wke canl hope for Io-Wil'term relief froml S addanIl
Hussein is if Saddani Husseinl ceases to hold poý,,er and if

1,( )it

he kdCb;Ji Itmmediaict\ ptwaI .ii't

lIasi(Jhj,rIo
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10 HOW HAS SADDAM HUSSEIN SURVIVED'

his Baathist regime Is dismantled as well."'ý Martin Indyk.
senior director for Near East and South Asia at the National
Security, Council. gave a major address on 18XMay, 1993. in1

which he explained,

j

Some have tried Io port ray' our poiN
dits
it>sidlle ning
fl
pre%
VioU
policyv. By niow it should he cleatr that we seek Itill complia-ce tor
vrho
all Iraqi regim-~ *~ will niot he satisfied with Sd~r
before we tagree ito lilt sanction~s. Rather, we wý,ill want ito he
satisfied that any. successor government complies lully with all ti!N.
resolutions. Norw do we seek- or e
t ; recone fijationi with Saddarn
Husseini's regime...
Our policy ...
liberate: it is to establish
clearly arid unequivocally that the current regime in Iraq Iisa
criminal regime. beyonid the pale of internaliont] sokivic
v anid. in our
judgment. irredeemable. We are also providinig stroniger hacking for
~the Iraqi Nat ional Congress (I NC) ats atdem crat ic alternative it) the
Saddiuil Hussein retuime."
It is hard to see any scenario in which economic sanic-

tions lead to Saddamn's overthrow in the short termi. That
overthrow would have to comiie from a popular rebellion or
a coup, or sonmc tnessy combination of the two. Popular
rebellion would be difficult to stir up as long as the poor
receive their daily bread from the regime, in the form of
ration coupons that are more valuable than their cash
wages. InI addition. the economic situation has stabilized

and seems to be improving slowly--again, hardly the ideal
conditions for provoking a popular rebellion. To be sure.
the satnctions may utndermine the regimne's economnic control

mechanisms and tnay contribute to popular dissatisfaction.

15.

Al Gore,

Dt~ekating

Husein. ( nLC kind
lor All'" Ni's

York Time's. 26'

Septembler 1991.
16. Martin Indyk. "Clinon Administration Policy Towarid the Middle Ewst.Pl' iicy). 21IMay 1991.

PonicO~ath (Washington Institute tor Near East
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These can be powerful forces in the long run but arc
unlikely to lead to revolt within the next year.
Any coup would have to be organized by the elite. but
imports are high enough to sustain their consumption
comfortably. Furthermore, Saddam has some basis for
arguing to his subordinates that his policies are working:
the sanctions regime is eroding without Iraq's bending its
neck. It is unclear why a general would want to stage a
coup that could lead to his ov, n castigation as an American
stooge who gave up Iraq's independence just as the bra•,e
nation had come through its darkest hour into the breaking
da wn.

TO PUNISH IRAQ. Punishing Iraq, to keep Iraqis poor.
is not a goal offered by any government as an argument for
sustaining sanctions. It is, however, a goal that has been
imputed to the sanctions by the governments of Iraq and
Jordan, among others. The theory that sanctions are
designed to punish Iraq has great currency aniong the
private voluntary organizations working in Iraq. A key
element in this view is that Iraqis have a right to better
living conditions than the sanctions permit (which some
would justify on the grounds that a people should not be
held responsible for the actions of an authoritarian ruler).
2 Adjusting to Sanctions
Iraq has adjusted to sanctions to a degree not anticipated by
people who placed high hopes in the sanctions when theyI
were first adopted. Gary Hufbauer and Kimberly Elliott,

17. For example. Jean Dreie and Harris Gazdar. IHung'fr and Pvertyv in Iraq.
No)/1. Development Econmmicý Research Priogramme L)iscussiwn Paper 32.

Sunttiyr-Toyula Internahonal Centre toi Economics and Related Disciplines.
M
Eumimikcs and I i(ilit cal Sci nice. Septemher 1991. p. 5X.
Lomdon Schio, E,1
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the authors of a respected aind detailed study of 1I 5 ca
"")i~
iCe WOrld WVar 1, conclu1.dedL. I hle e\ idenc~e
kal
to bite sometime ill the
supgvCCst that sanctions \%illbeH
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tions was its economy's high dependence on trade. The
ratio of trade to GDP was high: exports and imports were
each between 35 percent and 50 percent of GDP, while the
average for middle-income countries in 1989 was 25
percent. 20 Furthermore, Iraq relied on imports for many
vital goods that could not be produced at home, instead of
using trade as a low-cost supplement to a diversified
domestic industrial base. Indeed, what industry there was
in Iraq was largely assembly of foreign parts or manufacture of a few simple or bulky items, for example, cement.
A third factor in Iraq's vulnerability to sanctions was
the ease of blocking its main export's routes. Because oil
has such a low ratio of value to volume, Iraq's exports were
extraordinarily bulky: 140 million tons a year. Sheer
volume made Iraq's oil hard to smuggle, and therefore
made Iraq vulnerable to sanctions. Other than a maximum
of about 150,000 barrels a day ($1 billion a year) that could
be trucked out via Jordan and Turkey, the rest of Iraq's 2.8
million barrels a day in oil exports had to pass through
three easy-to-block channels: a pipeline to Turkey, a
pipeline to Saudi Arabia, and a port on Iraq's narrow
Persian Gulf coast. The alternative routes lay through
neighbors, Syria and Iran, with which Iraq was on bad
terms. However, had either of these neighbors been so
minded, Iraq could have exported significant amounts of oil
through them.
While it would therefore seem that Iraq was especially
vulnerable to sanctions, caution should have been in order.
Information about the Iraqi economy was scarce. Iraqi
governments have been as secretive as any in the world.

20. For middle-income countries, World Bank. World Development Report
1991. Washington, D.C., p. 220. For Iraq, author's estimates, using GDP of
$45 billion.
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Outside analysts therefore had only the vaguest idea of
what Iraq had in the way of stocks and adjustment -apacitv
when the sanctions started. Indeed, as explained below,
right up to the start of the war the U.S. government had
seriously underestimated Iraq's stocks of foodstuffs. The
intelligence community thought Iraq would run low on
foods before the spring 1991 harvests, but Iraq in fact had
ample supplies.
Caution should have been called for because the U.S.
government had systematically underestimated the Iraqis in
the preceding two years. The U.S. government had been
surprised by at least three major developments: the more
than $2 billion spirited away from the Banca Nazionale del
Lavoro branch in Atlanta, the launch of an Iraqi multistage
rocket, and the Iraqi progress in developing "super gun"
technology rejected in the West. In each case, Iraqis turned
out to be remarkably skilled at concealing their actions
from what were in theory tight supervision by U. S. and
other Western authorities. This should have suggested the
possibility that Iraq might turn out to be less vulnerable to
sanctions than available information might have implied.
Furthermore, vulnerability to sanctions is as much a
matter of politics as economics. On the political front, the
Iraqi government's vulnerability to sanctions was limited by
at least four factors. First, the Baath government did not
care particularly about welfare of the people, so suffering
for the masses would cause the country's leaders few
qualms. Indeed, as subsequent events showed, Western
public opinion appears to be at least as concerned about
famine and epidemics in Iraq as are the leaders in Baghdad.
It was not clear how the sanctions would cause suffering to
the elite, given their myriad ways of diverting to their own
use whatever supplies were available.
Second, even if people became discontented because of
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declining living standards, they had few opportunities to
influence government policy. Saddam had organized an
extensive security apparatus to detect and eliminate dissent,
so opponents of his policies could not express their
viewpoints, much less act on them. The elite had found
that Saddam was not open to criticism, as evidenced by the
famous 1984 episode in which Saddam had invited criticism
at a cabinet meeting only to kill the one minister who
voiced mild complaints. Saddam had acquired a worldclass expertise at avoiding assassination and coups.
Third, Iraq is split between three major ethnic groups,
and the regime always had the option of withholding
,implies from the Kurdish and Shiite three-fourths of the
population in order to provision better the Sunni Arab
minority that provides the backbone of the regime.
Fourth, Iraq's history at stubborn confrontations demonstrates its people's deep nationalistic, if not xenophobic,
streak. Iraqis seem proud that their governments-royal,
liberal, and Baath-deprived Iraq of badly needed oil
revenues through two decade-long confrontations with
international oil companies, one in the 1930s and one over
the southern fields in the 1960s.
Indeed, modern Iraqi history is a succession of one
political obstacle to growth after another. A summary of
Iraq's economic history by the Economist Intelligence
Unit 2 ' lists some of the disputes other than the last two

wars, which were, of course, the biggest drains on the
economy:
Growth of national income has been erratic and generally poor for
an oil economy. Much of the problem arose from political events
which caused prolonged pauses in the rate of economic advance. An

21. Economist Intelligence Unit. 194Y/91 Country Prole. London, p. 13.
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oil dispute with the Iraq Petroleum Comipany began in 1960) and
persisted in a variety of fonns until 1973, inhibiting capital fornnation and value added in oil. The revolution of 1959 brought land
reforms and other changes in the ownership of productive factors
that adversely affected the private sector and left individual enterprise all but stultified. Perennial fighting in Kurdistan has been a
further retardant on growth, while bad relations with Syria have
interrupted use of pipeline facilities to the eastern Mediterranean
ports and made lraqi oil exports unreliable and depressed.

Adjustment Techniques
To illustrate the techniques Iraq has used to adjust to
sanctions, food supply is the best case. From the day
sanctions were imposed, foreign analysts and Iraqis concentrated on food supplies. At first glance, that seems peculiar,
given that the sanctions resolution exempted imports of
"supplies intended strictly for medical purposes, and, in
humanitarian circumstances, foodstuffs." -2 Food mattered
despite this partial exemption. For one thing, the exemption was only partial, and the sanctions committee authorized few shipments of food prewar. As important, Saddam
would have suffered a major political defeat if he had had
to agree to the U.N. conditions for imports, namely, that
2
food should be distributed by charitable organizations."
Saddam made a point of pride that Iraq need not cooperate

22. Resolution 661 of 6 August 199%. paragraph 3(a). Paragraph 4 permitted
"payments exclusively for strictly medical or humanitarian purpoSes and, in
humanitarian circumstances, foodstuffs."
23. Resolution 666 of 13 September 199A), provided for humanitarian relief.
Paragraph 6 "directs the ISanctionsl Committee that in formulating its decisions
it should bear in mind that foodstuffs should be provided through the United
Nations in co-operation with the International Committee of the Red Cross or
other appropriate humanitarian agencies and distributed by them or under their
supervision in order to ensure that they reach the intended beneficiaries."
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with the United Nations and that Iraq could make do
despite the sanctions, he therefore placed great importance
on muddling through.
The potential for providing food during sanctions has
depended upon four factors: reducing consumption, using
up stocks, increasing local output, and smuggling.
BELT TIGHTENING. The Iraqi government moved quickly
to implement a rationing system, which functioned rather
smoothly by late September 1990. The system of food
distribution in Iraq combined two elements: what the Iraqi
government called rationing-that is, guaranteed access at
low fixed prices to specified quantities-plus a free market
essentially without price controls for all other goods. The
ration system was described by one of the world's leading
experts on hunger, Jean Dreze, and Harris Gazdar:
Food is supplied to the agents ["most of whom are ordinary grocers
with a small clientele"] every month according to the number of
"coupons' which they are able to produce. These coupons are
collected by the agents from their customers, who detach them from
the ration cards ... [The agents] charge the official ration prices
and collect a commission of 1) percent on sades (the remainder of
the proceeds belong to the government) ....
In August 1991
there
4
were (according to the Ministry of Trade) 48.,123 agents.2

The ration system is described in more detail in the next
section. Briefly, the rations generally cover flour (usually a
wheat/barely mix), rice, cooking oil, sugar, tea and sometimes other goods, such as chickpeas. These rations haveI
provided between 1,200 and 1,750 calories a day; thL
government changed the ration allocations monthly. There
are few reports of distribution's falling short of the
declared allocation in the areas under government control,
24. Dreze and Gazdar. Hunger and Poverty in Iraq. pp. 32-34.
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although reports of delays in delivery of a month's rations
are frequent. The rations are inadequate for sustenance, but
they provide a safety net-a guarantee that the basic goods
covered would be available in shops and that the price
would be low, so that the free market could be used as a
supplement rather than as the basik supply source. The
ration system has been particularly useful for the poor
because the rations are sold at extremely low prices.
USE UP STOCKS. In retrospect. Iraq was able to draw
much more extensively on food stocks than had been
realized in August 1990J. U.S. intelligence based itself on
evidence from the U.S. Agricultural Attache in Baghdad.
who had extensive experience and was highly regarded. The
estimate of the July 1990 cereal stocks was 1 1 million
tons. It now appears that Iraq had not 1.1 million tons but
2.5 million tons in July 199(0, hardly a trivial difference.
The extra 1.4 million tons is six months of human consumption at the crisis level. The earlier estimate suggested
that Iraq would have difficulty feeding itself before the May
1991 harvests, but according to the later estimate, Iraq had
ample stocks to last through fall 1991 and possibly through
winter 199 1/92. That difference in perception could be
significant in evaluating the effect of sanctions on Iraq's
need to cooperate with the international community, at least
to the degree necessary to obtain humanitarian food aid.
CIA Director Webster had testified to the House Armed
Services Committee on 5 December 1990, that Iraq would
be able to maintain grain consumption at only two-thirds of
last year's level until the next harvest and that Iraq would
be short of sugai and edible oil. Editorial writers interpreted this testimony as evidence that sanctions were having a
considerable effect on Iraq. In fact, Iraq did better than
Director Webster expected on each count. In retrospect, in
the area where the U.S. government thought it had the best
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information about the Iraqi economy, the data were \,ay
off, and the difference was of potentially considerable
importance to U.S. policy formation.
INCREASE LOCAL OUTPUT. The Iraqi government has
taken vigorous action to increase local food output. On the
whole, those teps have been successful.
In 1990/91, food supplies increased primarily due to
slaughtering of animals. Meat supplies surged and prices
fell as farmers trimmed their herds when grain was diverted
from animal feed to human consumption. "Just prior to tite
January air war, meat prices were comparable to a year ago
because of continuing livestock herd liquidation," despite
substantial increases in prices for other foods.-' In fall
1990, Baghdad raised the prices paid to farmers and
released farm labor from army duty during the planting
season. Nevertheless, the I990\91 food crop output was
mediocre (with a large wheat crop but a much smaller
barley crop), because the spring harvest was disrupted by
fuel shortages in the aftermath of *.ie war.
Domestic output has been rather solid in 1991/92 and
1992/93. Indeed, the bountiful spring 1993 harvests have
provided sufficient cereal stocks to last until autumn 1993
with few if any additional imports.
IMPORTS. Importing has continued both with andmwithout
U.N. permission. Prewar, the United Nations permitted
essentially no shipments, and sanctions-busting appears to
have been on small scale. The governments of the countries bordering Iraq all took action to prevent Iraqi imports.
The Jordanian authorities acted under U.N. pressure, which
took the form of boarding and searching ships bound for

25. Susan Epstein. Iraq'sF'wd and Ag'riculturaI SituatiiinDuring 1/th'Frnhrg,'
and the War (W.shington. D.C.: Congressional Research Service). 26 Februan
1991L p. 9.
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Jordan's only port, at Aqaba. From August 1990) through
March 1991, the import restraints appear to have worked
well enough that the Iraqi government did not use up all of
of its available foreign exchange to import goods.
While the Iraqi government was unable to arrange much
in the way of imports, the Iraqi private sector stepped up its
smuggling activities. The Iraqi government removed all restraints on imports, that is, all taxes and all permits. The
Iraqi traders only had to smuggle out of the country of
origin. Many communities in the Middle East have a long
tradition of smuggling: for instance, the smuggler-hero is a
staple of Iranian modern literature set in villages. With all
the dedication in the world, the Iranian government could
not have stopped all smuggling across its long and open
border: compare the U.S.-Mexican experience.
Postwar, the United Nations provided for expedited
procedures for Iraqi requests to import foodstuffs. As
discussed below, Iraqi food imports are running at or above
$1 billion a year. These imports provided about a half of
the calories that Iraqis consumed in 1992. Iraq has been
able to finance this level of imports without full cooperation
with the United Nations, thanks to methods discussed in
section 3, below.
Relying on the Private Sector
In the first two years of the sanctions, Iraq followed
remarkably market-oriented policies to deal with sanctionsinduced shortages. Prices were allowed to rise to the level
that clears the market. The result was well stocked stores,
with goods readily available to anyone ready and able to
pay the price. Consumers did not have to waste time
searching, or lining up, for scarce goods; instead, they could
concentrate on earning additional income to buy these highpriced goods. Dedicating effort to production instead of
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waiting in line was much better use of Iraqis' time.
Consider the case of food during the first two years of
sanctions. To be sure, food was "scarce" in Iraq in the
sense that people ate less than ihey did pre-crisis. But food
was not scarce in the sense that sanctions left the stores
empty. Indeed, there is litt!e evidence that the sanctions on
imports into Iraq had much effect on food supply. Merchants were able to supply enough food to Iraq to keep
prices the same as in Jordan, converting from Iraqi to
Jordanian dinars at the black market exchange rate.2"
Indeed, the food problem in Iraq was a lack of income
not of ways to import. This points to the key role of
restraining Iraq's income: sanctions on exports had much
more effect on Iraq than did the import constraints. Lifting
all sanctions on civilian imports would have had little effect
on Iraq in 1991-92 because Iraq could not have afforded to
import much more than it did.
In the first two years of sanctions, Saddam Hussein did
not implement the classic populist employment policies so
common in the Middle East, especially when a regime is
worried about unrest. Public enterprises shed employees.2 7
The military demobilized hundreds of thousands who
returned to casual day labor or strect vending, both lowprestige and poor income-earning occupations.28 Nor did
Saddam increase salaries much during this period. Wage

26. Dreze and Gazdar, Hunger anru Poverty in Iraq, p. 19.
27. Although Dreze anti Gazdar report that public enterprises have maintained
their employment levels anti pay everyone who shows up once a day, their
description of their visit to a large public enterprise showed that it had in fact
laid off a substantial portion of its work•orce.
28. Dreze and Gazdar report (p. 26). "Our interviews with daily wage-earners
suggest that maryv of them are recently releaxsed soldiers."
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increases through December 1991 were under 100( percent
for the military 29 and less for the civil service. Meanwhile.
free market food prices rose .- to 2(-fold from August

1990 through December 1991. Because of lower demand,
prices of luxury items like meat increased less than the
prices of staples.
Thanks to containment of government expenditure in
1990 and 1991, the budget deficit was limited, despite the
loss of oil revenue, which provided three-fourths of total
revenue pre-crisis. As an example of that cost containment.
consider expenditures on military wages: because the
military was shrinking in size as the salaries increased, the
total military wage bill may have decreased. Limiting the
deficit was no small achievement and helped explain the
relatively stable functioning of the Iraqi economy despite
the profound shocks it has undergone.
As one important result of the relatively low budget
deficit, inflation was rather low for a country in the midst
of such a sharp crisis. The surest indication was the black
market exchange rate, which adjusts quickly to any difference in inflation between Iraq and its trading partners (a
phenomenon known to economists as purchasing power
parity). The exchange rate has been depreciating for years,
and that depreciation did not accelerate in the first two
years of the sanctions. Indeed, the rate of depreciation
continued at the same pace it had followed since 198(0 (a
pace broken only in 1988-89 with the strengthening of the
currency in the interval between the Iran and Kuwait wars).

29. Dreze and Gazdar report (p. 20 a), that in August 1991 a starting level
conscript got 85 dinars a month, an experienced conscript got 165 dinars anti
a professional soldier" got 220 dinars. Military pay was raised 40 percent in
September. according to Baghdad Radio of 5 September, as cited in Foreign
Broadcast Information Service (hereafter: FRIS). 6 September 1991, p. 7).
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Referring to low levels of inflation when food prices
have increased sharply may seem paradoxical, but what
happened to food prices is not typical of what happened to
all prices. Indeed, food price increases are a market signal
that food is in short supply compared to other goods, so the
price of food relative to other goods has gone up. Furthermore, price increases have been fastest for foods that are
largely imported. From early 1990) to late sumnmer 1991,
free market prices for these foods increased 15- to 20-fold
for foods largely imported such as wheat flour or cooking
oil. Foods grown largely in Iraq rose only 4- to 5-fold, for
example, potatoes (.45 dinars to 1.92 dinars) or chickpeas
(.65 dinars to 2.92 dinars). Prices in late summer 1991 for
domestically grown foods were not much higher than April
1989 prices, before the reintroduction of price controls and
other government measures forced down free market prices.
For instance, potatoes were 2.0 dinars per kilo in April
1989 and 1.92 dinars in late summer 1991)"
The reliance on market policies that characterized the first
two years of sanctions was reversed after July 1992.
Controls over private business were progressively reintroduced. The Iraqi government made more and more use of
populist state-directed economic policies, which sound good
to the economic illiterate but which hurt the economy.
Examples include campaigns against merchants' charging
high prices at the same time the government increases
wages (especially to the military) which it can pay for only
by printing money.

30. 1999 prtces from Middle East Fconoimic Digest, 14 July 1989. and Dr.

Laurie Mylorie of The Washington Institute for Near East Policy. 1991 prices
from press accounts.
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TABLE 1 a

IRAQ: PRICES OF SELECTED FOODS
(dinars per kilogram)

(ommodity

Wheat flour

July

Aug

Feb

Jun

19")

1991

1993

1991

0.12

2.36

4.(Xi

21.(K)

0.20

3.62

9.50

17.00

Vegetable oil

0.70

9.82

22.0X)

65.51)

Sugar

0.20

442

11,50

29.50

Tea

1.00

25.18

580()

192.00

15-18

75,00

90.00

13.25

68.(X)

80.0)

Red Mw6.00
Eggs(per 30)

2.25

Sources: World Food Programme; author'*,, estimates.

The process, though continuous, has unfolded in four
important stages. The first stage--controls over the marketing of farm produce-occurred while most of the economy
was kept free, in 1991. These controls were never fully
lifted, although farmers were permitted to sell half their
harvest to the state marketing organizations rather than on
free markets. By October 1992, the government was back
to its usual role of buying up the cereal crops at prices well
under what farmers could have gotten on a free market. 3'
In the second stage, price controls were reimposed,
having been abolished both in name and in practice in
August 1990. They were reintroduced in theory in 1991 but
took effect only in summer 1992. The Iraqi government

31, Revolutionary Command Council Decree No. 283, amending the 16 May
1991 Decree No. 136 (which had in turn re-established some state control over
cereals trade), printed in AI-Thawrah. 26 (October 1992, in FBIS, 30 October
1992.
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signalled its change in policy with its usual subtlety---executing about 40 merchants in July 1992 on charges
of overcharging and hoarding. This tough action had little
effect on prices but a great effect on commerce: what had
been an open and efficient process began to shift underground. Merchants have been understandably reluctant to
repeat their efforts to supply Iraq's needs, for fear of
incurring new government penalties instead of rewards.
The third stage in the reimposition of government
controls was the regulation of foreign trade. Small steps
were taken in 1991, especially the "reactivation" of the
suspended Customs Law in August 1991." But the main
step was the December 1992 reintroduction of extensive
bans on importation of luxuries and of goods readily produced in Iraq. The list included such consumer staples as
fresh fruit, fresh and canned vegetables, shoes, and clothing. 33 Predictably, the banned items remained available, but
only to people with good political connections or willing to
pay a higher price. In addition, the controls on stocks
forced merchants to import small quantities at a time, which
meant higher prices than for larger quantities.
The most recent tightening of the state grip has been
over the monetary system. Baghdad had taken some
preliminary steps as early as May 1992, when the 100 dinar

32. Director General of the Customs Authority Bastam al-Janabi, interview in
Al-Iraq al-lqtisadi, 27 February 1993. in FRIS. 30 April 1993.
33. Alif Ba. 9 December 1992,

in FRIS. 26 February 1993.
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note was withdrawn from circulation 4 because of concerns
about counterfeiting. (Some reports suggest counterfeiting
by the U.S. government.3 ) The major step was taken in
May 1993: the Iraqi government announced that the old 25
dinar notes were no longer valid and could only be exchanged for smaller notes in limited amounts and only
within Iraq. The country's borders were shut to keep out
notes from abroad. The excuse given for the action was
that the old notes had been counterfeited-a highly implausible reason. The old notes were more highly valued
precisely because they were of higher quality (having been
printed in Switzeitand pre-crisis) while the new notes are
flimsy and poorly printed. Indeed, just before the demonetization, the free market exchange rate for the old notes was
about 33 per dollar while the new notes brought closer to
100.6 Had the concern been counterfeiting, Saddam could
have repeated what he had done with the 100 dinar and 50
dinar notes, namely, gradual and orderly exchange for small
notes. The sudden and limited exchange of the 25 dinar
notes was designed to show Saddam's power and to rob
those he did not favor.
The demonetization hurt holders of unexchangable old
notes, people who were not well connected politically.
Some Iraqi traders suffered because they held more than
exchangable limit. Kurds in north Iraq registered old notes
for 1.3 billion dinars (worth $39 million) with the autono-

34. Baghdad Radio. II May 1992. in FRIS, 13 May 1992.
35. Christy Campbell and Adrian Porter of the Lonmon Sunday Telegraph,
Washington Times, 16 March 1992. The issue of who is counterfeiting Iraqi
money is discussed by Warren Strobel and Michael Hedges. "Funny money
flooding Iraq; U.S. just smiles." Washington Times, 2 March 1992.
36. Mideast Mirror, 6 May 1993.

ri
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mous Kurdish government, which could not exchange the
old notes for new. 7 The best estimate of the notes held by
Jordanians was $1l0) million-3 billion dinars at 30) dinars
per dollar-although other estimates range from $30) million
to $200 million.) Whatever the magnitude of the loss, the
effect on business confidence was devastating. Merchants
outside Baghdad's reach, in Kurdistan and in Jordan, for
instance, will be much less willing to accept payment in
dinar-which means that Iraq will need more dollars than
before to carry out its trade.
The reasons for the reimposition of state control over
the economy are not clear. One explanation would be that
the sanctions are finally pinching, and Saddarn feels backed
into a corner. That theory seems inconsistent with his
behavior on other fronts: his continuing refusal to bend on
the conditions for access to several billion dollars available
with U.N. approval (explained below) and his continuing
confrontations with the U.N. arms inspectors. More
plausible is the opposite explanation, that Saddam feels
self-assured and confident enough to return to his preferred
policies of complete control over Iraqi society. In this
view, Saddam was never enthusiastic about allowing the
private sector independent room for action, which he did
only during the period of acute political crisis to reduce
popular discontent over bad economic times. Once his
security apparatus had sufficient control over the situation,
he could return to a policy of complete economic control,

37. John Murray grown, "Kurds seek access to Turkish lira" FinancrialTimes.
28 May 199;.
38. Mideust Mirror. 6 May 1993. James Whittingtmon in the Financial Times
of 6 May 1993 cites a Jordanian finance ministry official as estimating SI()M
million. Chris Hedges in the Ne-w Yrork Tintes of 16 May 1993 also cited a
S1(1M million estimate.
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irrespective of the effects on the economy.

3 Living Standards
Though well below the U.S. level, Iraq's standard of living
pre-crisis was that of an upper middle income developing
country. Life expectancy, literacy, and high school education were all comparable to those of the better-off Latin
American nations or the poorer European countries. Per
capita food consumption, at 2,960 calories per person a day,
was well above the 2,331 calories in low-income countries
but well below the 3,398 calories in high-income countries.
Energy consumption was low because of the lack of
industry. Iraq was at or above the levels of social indicators attained by its neighbors.
Comparisons between the Iraqi and U.S. economies are
difficult because Iraq had such a distorted and controlled
economy that concepts like GDP are of dubious relevance.
It would be silly to convert Iraq's official GDP of 20.8
billion dinars in 1989 at its official exchange rate of 3.2
dollars to the dinar, because the resulting $66 billion figure
grossly overstates Iraqi income.39 Many components of
GDP should be valued at closer to the free market exchange rate, which in 1989 was about .3 dinars per dollar.
Iraq's 1989 GDP was no more than $45 billion, $2,500 per
person. As a rule of thumb, to scale up from the Iraqi
economy to an economy the size of the United States,
multiply by 100: $1 to Iraq has the same weight as $100 to
the United States.

39. According to the Iraqi Government's Annual Absiraci of Statistics 1990.
the 1989 GNP was 10.3 billion dinars at market prices and 20.8 billion dinars
at factor cost.

L
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TABLE 2

n SOCIAL INDICATORS OF DEVELOPMENT,

LATE 1980s

(iroul-p
country

Life
expectancy
(year%)

Daily
caloric
intake/
person

Adult
illiteracy
(ipercent)

Secondary
education'

Annual
energ,
ue!
person'1

Low

inconme

62

2,V1 I

44

37

Iraq

63

2.962

II

47

752

Turkey

M

't,'MO

26

46

X7

Int

63

3,100

49

53

1,019

Svna

66

1,16h

40)

-7

K96

Arabia

64

2,932

-

44

4.307

Upper
middle'

67

2,9'fl)

24

5X

I'S9

mnormc

76

3.398

-1z

59

4,6

Source: World Bank. World Develol•hient Report 9I9) 1.
a. Percent of school-age pxpulation.
h. Kilograms of oil equivalent
c. Upper middle income countres are: Brazil, Czechoslovakia. (6ahon. (;reece.
Hungary. Iran, Iraq, South Korea, Libya. (hman, Portugal, Ronmania. South Africa.
Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela. Uruguay. and Yugoslavia

Living StandardsAugust 1990-January1991
Despite the sanctions, Iraqi living standards remained little
changed until the start of the war. Indeed, in some important ways, Iraqi living standards improved after 2 August
1990. For the preceding five years, imports of consumer
goods into Iraq had been strictly limited because the
government had directed so much of the scarce foreign exchange into the military/industrial complex. Kuwait, on the
other hand, was a consumer paradise. Large quantities of
Kuwaiti goods were transferred to Iraq one way or another:

I
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seizure by the Iraqi government, looting by soldiers.
voluntary sales by Kuwaiti businessmen who saw no other
alternative, or flea market sales by fleeing expatriate,
especially Asians desperate for the cash to pay for their if
home via Jordan during the Augu:;t--September chaos.
Kuwaitis had 560,00)() cars, with an average age of two
to three years. Of these, 350(,60\,)
were stolen or destroyed."
If 10)0,0)0)0 autos with an average value of $5,0)()() were
taken from Kuwait, that makes $500 million. Recall the rule
of thumb that, relative to the size of the economy, $1 in
Iraq is $10(( in the United States. On that basis, the auto
transfer would have been $50 billion in a [U.S.-sized
economy-not an insignificant sum.
When a whole host of other consumer durables is
added, along with the stocks of luxury foods that so
impressed journalists visiting Baghdad markets to see if
food was still available, the overall conclusion is that Iraqis
saw a substantial addition to their living standards. In
general, Iraq had sufficient stocks of many goods to
maintain moderately normal consumption prewar.
Living Standards February 1991-June 1991
Living standards declined sharply in early 1991 due to the
bombing campaign, the ground war, and subsequent largescale civil disturbances. Some of the worst living conditions came after the ceasefire with coalition forces, when
Iraqi government authority in large areas disintegrated.
During the war, food distribution was seriously disrupted. A careful household survey into food supplies by
Jean Dreze and Harris Gazdar, in August 1991 asked about
conditions during the war and found,

40. FinancialTimes, 26 February 1992; Chris Hedges. "A V-9 for Victory: It's

Kuwaitn Way of Celebrating," Neir York Times. 9 February 199)1
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The Ihousehold I survev

irs'' that
brings outj that minost oft the ''indicat
are now recognized in thle economnic literature as being coinmo nl\
a~ssoc iated with launine sit uatio ns were discernahble in Iraq dhiring
the war: drastic reduction ot* tood intake: exorhitant food primcs:
cons umpt ion it' wildi plants andl other ''l~mmnintilo ods'': lairge -sca le
depletion of household assets: and even thle emergence of open
conflicts hctween thunily members (sometimoes leading to physicall
tights) oive r thle allocation ot I, od.

J

In addition to the near famine, such basic set-, ices as
water and sewage functioned on ly sporadically durilug
February and March. The June 1991 report by a team led
by the Aga Khan, prepared at the request of' the Ui.N.
Secretary-General. stated, "At the end of the w&ar, thle
available lelectrical generating I capacity was negligible.'
Not surprisingly, the water system also had largely ceased
functioning. Indeed, the transportation systemr had also
become erratic, because there were 'virtually tio sales ot'
gasoline to private users" In February and early M~arch. 4 '
The telephone system also stopped functioning. Without
telephones and electricity, with only limited use of vehicles.
the hospita! systemn was reduced to basic techniques.
This period formed in thle public mind anl image of Iraqi
starvation and privation. That image was fed by the
dramiatic report of the Secretary -GeneralI's envoy. Marttil
Ahtisaari, who visited Iraq in March 199 1.42 linder-Sec-

41. The tirst quote is from the Report to thle SecretarN-General dated 15 Jill\
Saidrudd in
1991 on huifaflit al in needs ii tIraq pietiwied by a misioni led 1w%
Aga Khan. S/22799 fihereatter the A'!a Khain ieporti. p). 35. The nV\t qulote
is trom the Ahtisaar, repo~rt cited in thle nextl note, paragraph ;S.

42. Report ito the Seeretary'-General onl Humanitarian Needs, in Iraq in the
Immediate Plost-Crisis Environment hy a Mission io the Area Led hy Mr. Marti
Ahi isaari. Under-Secretary General for Administration and Managemnent. 20

March 1991.
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retLky General Ahtisaari concluded: "Iraq has, for some
time to come, been relegated to a pre-industrial age, but
with all the disabilities of a post-industrial dependency on
an intensive use of energy and technology." He warned,
"The Iraqi people may soon face a further imminent
catastrophe, which could include epidemic Isicl and famine,
if massive life-supporting needs are not rapidly met."
Perhaps the dramatic language about the poor situation
of the moment was justified, but that seems doubtful. For
instance, Mr. Ahtisaari made a plea to permit emergency
imports of fuel and parts for trucks to move food and
medical supplies, but as U.S. authorities pointed out, he
made no mention of the trucks and fuel being used in
profusion by the Iraqi Army to fight a war against rebels.4"
BBe that as it may, the forecast about Iraq's recovery
abilities turned out to be vastly overpessimistic. the Iraqi
economy has been able to restore services much more
rapidly than Ahtisaari forecast. '
The image of an imminent public health catastrophe has
persisted long after its reality has faded. Patrick Tyler of
the New York Times wrote about a "health crisis" and "epidemic levels" of several diseases.45 In fact, the health
situation in Iraq was better than that for most of humanity
by the time he was writing. A Tufts team d,,.ume'tcr
malnutrition in southern Iraq, as was extensively reported.
but that team noted it could not determine whether the
malnutrition predated the crisis or was a new phenomenon.
It would hardly be surprising if the poorer classes in Shiite

43. Paul Lewis. New York Times. 23 March 1991.
44. See the companion study on year two of the sanctions.

45. Ne'w Y),rk Timies. 22 May and 24 June 1991.

1'_________
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south Iraq, near the fighting with Iran, had had Inadequate
food before August 1990.
None of these economic problems can reasonably he
ascribed to the sanctions. Even if sanctions had been lifted
the day after the liberation of Kuwait, the situation probably
would have been little different in March and April. It
takes time to restore services and trade patterns aftc, a war.
Compare the experiences of Kuwait: with all the money and
goodwill in the world, organizing the services is still not
easy. In short, some months of disruption were inevitable
after the war.
On 22 March, the U.N. Security Council voted to
permnit humanitarian shipments to Iraq on a "no objections"
basis. While the text of Resolution 687 referred to expediting imports of the broad range of goods classified as
humanitarian in the Ahtisaari report, in practice, because of
skepticism by some governments about the humanitarian
character of many nonfood shipments, licenses were readily
granted for food and medicine imports but fewer licenses
were issued for other items. Thanks to this change in
policy, the Iraqi government was able to begin regular and
large-scale food imports by early summer 1991.
Living Standards July 1991-July 1993
The regular distribution of rations, which had in practice
stopped from mid-January 1991 through April 1991, began
again from May or June. By July, the food ration system
was fully restored in the areas under government control.
Once again, the government provided a minimum diet, its
exact composition changing month to month. Goods sufficient to provide 1,30(1 calories were available in JulyAugust 1991 at II dinars monthly per family of six. This
price had become derisory relative to free market rates
which Dreze and Gazdar calculate would have valued the
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same basket at 219 dinars. Families could supplement their
rations with purchases on the free market. In the unlikely
event that a family of six had to rely on only one incomeearner at a low-level job, his "ages would have been
roughly suffic.ient to provide a family of six with I.X8()
calories per person per day, through a combination of
rationed goods and free market domnestically grown goods.
After a sharp improvement in mid- 1991 . the food supply
situation stagnated or improved very slowly from early
1992 through mid-l1993. Ration levels increased slowly.
including in October 1992 and January l993."' Special
allocations were made at various times. for example.
chickens during the month of Ramadan.After the June 1993 increases in allocations, the rations
were sufficient to provide each Iraqi with 1.75() in calorIes.4 Table 3 shows ration allocations and their caloric
value. It also shows the cost of imports for the rations.
Note that the cost of the imported rations as calculated is
in the same ballpark as the $90) million a month ($1,IMS,()
million a year) cost cited by Iraq's Minister of Trade,
Muhammad Mahdi Salih.4 '
Rationed goods remain available at highly discounted
prices. At June 1993 prices, a family of six would have to
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TABLE 3 0 IRAQ: 1993 RATIONS: CALORIC CONTENT AND
IMPORT COST
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spend 24 dinars a nmonth on rations. If the family were
dependent on the salary of one unskilled government
nemployee making about 250)dinars a month, its income
would suffice to purchase the ration plus free market foods

(fruits, vegetables, meat, dairy, and some additional supplies
of rationed goods) to bring the diet up to 2.0)00 calories a
day. The income of most families would be higher, and
therefore thly could afford more food. Those in the private

sector make considerably more than government employees:
indeed, Saddam recently urged government employees to
take a second job to make ends meet (he also claimed
average wages for the unskilled are much higher than the
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figure used here).;(
The reported ration amounts are consistent with the
available data on domestic production of basic goods and
on the amount of food being imported into Iraq. The table
presents estimates of food available for consumption and of
imports, both total and per capita.
The import estimates come from partner-country data on
what was shipped to Iraq. The data check well with figures
from several other sources. U.N. data on imports permitted
indicate Iraqi imports of 6.5 million tons of food and
medicine a year, that is, the U.N. authorized imports equal
in weight to about one-third the pre-crisis level." Data
from Turkey and Jordan on deliveries through their territory
show imports at about the same level, for example, Jordanian government data show transit cargo at Aqaba port was
2.1 millions tons in 1992 compared to 5.9 million tons in
1989.)2
Those partner-country data show that Iraq imported
about $1 billion in foodstuffs in 1991 and about $800
million in 1992, which is also the level projected for 1993.3
By comparison, Iraq would need only $600 million to
distribute the late-1991 ration, or $800 million at the

5(0. Saddam and Udayy Hussein speaking to media leaders, Baghdad Radio.
in FRIS. 18 June 1993.

51. New York Tintes, 25 November 1992.
52. James Whittington. "Jordan hit by sanctions on haq." FinancialTimes, 5
January 1993. Data for 1992 were estimated from II months data.
53. Personal communicalions, John Parker. U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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IRAQ: GRAIN CONSUMPTION AND IMPORTS
Average
196X-70

1989

1990)

1991

1992

1993

Consumption tier capita (kilograms)
All graint

132

201

220

211

217

165

Wheat

95

160

147

163

141

77

Barley

14

6

23

21

36

37

Rice

23

35

40

25

34

45

0

6

i0

10

7

7

3,741

3.9v0

3.731

3,961

3.02•

Corn

Total consumtpptiOnl (thousand inetric tons)
All grains

1,l19

Wheat

860

2,882

2.635

2.882

2,506

1.412

Barley

125

115

405

368

634

672

Rice

212

636

715

425

601

822

Con

1

109

175

165

120

119

Imports (thousand metric tons)
All grtins

240

1.387

3.010

2,122

2,420

1.230

Wheat

116

3.525

1,915

1,800

1.9(X)

5(x)

Batley

100

570

210

to

10

0

Rice

I

542

450

287

500

725

Corn

3

750

415

25

10

5

17.993

17,8W0

17_300

17,800

18.300

Memorandwn item ( thousarund)
tlio

9,100

Note.: Consurnption is production plus iniporlts minus waste, seed use, and animal feed.
Sources: Author's estimate Ibased otx U.S. D)epartment of Agnculture data.
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summer-1993 level. That leaves an ample margin to feed
the military, provide the upper crust with all the imported
foods they want, and give the middle class a margin of
(high-priced) imported foods above the ration.
The food supply includes not only the regularly rationed
goods but also fruits and vegetables grown locally as well
as the small amounts of local dairy and meat. The supply
of such commodities, averaged over the Iraqi population.
provides 500 calories a day. That plus the rations would
yield 2,25(0 calories a day. The average Iraqi diet was
somewhat higher, because the supply of basic foodstuffs
from imports and domestic production exceeds the amounts
needed for the rations-which corresponds with researchers"
observation that some people buy some basic foodstuffs on
the free market to supplement their rations. In total, the
data on avaiLible food supplies, as well as the data on food
prices and average family income, suggest that the average
Iraqi diet is above 2,250 calories a day and may be as high
as 2,400 calories a day.
That may not be a comfortable level to someone who
was used to 2,900 calories per day before the crisis.
Nevertheless, Iraqis had a larger food supply per person in
mid-1993 than in 1965: 2,250 calories versus 2,150. 4
Indeed, the Iraqi grain supply per capita under sanctions
has been well above the level in the late 1960s (Table 4).
The grain supply in 1968-70 averaged 132 kilos per
person, whereas the supply in 1993 is projected at 165
kilos.
Furthermore, a 2,25(0 calorie diet is more than adequate
nutritionally. There is no clear agreement on what constitutes the minimum number of calories needed to sustain

54. The 1965 figure is [fru

ihe World Bank, World D~evehqpnwnt Report PA)l.
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life. International organizations have systematically and
repeatedly exaggerated caloric requirements, which probably
do not exceed 1,800(calories per person per day."5 A U.N.
Department of Humanitarian Affairs report stated in April
1993 that the rations then in effect provided only 68 percent
of minimum energy requirements.5" Given that those
rations yielded 1,600 calories per person per day, this
implies that Iraqis need 2,30(0 calories per day-a judgment
that seems inconsistent with scientific knowledge of human
nutrition. However, even accepting that exaggerated
standard, the average Iraqi diet is still nutritionally sufficient.
Although the average food supply may be sufficient, not
every Iraqi necessarily has enough food. For instance, the
government is not importing enough baby food and milk to
feed infants who are not breast-fed. If any humanitarian
need in Iraq today can be compared to those in South Asia
or Africa, it is the problem of Iraqi infants.
On a larger scale is the issue of where the food goes,
whether it is being distributed to the poor, to the Kurds, and
to the Shiites. The U.S. government has stated that Saddam
has a "callous policy of diverting supplies away from those
who oppose him.,' 7 If so, the average could conceal
starvation for some people and abundance for others.
55. Dennis Avery. Global Food Progress 1991 (Indianapolis, Ind.: Hudson
Institute, Center for Global Food Issues 1991).

Avery also shows that when

caloric supply is sufficient, so too is protein and vitamin content, under usual
conditions.
56. James Whittington, "Sanctions bite hard on hungry Iraqis." Financial
Times. 6 May 1993.
57. Edward P. Djerejian, Assistant Secretary of State for Near East and South

Asia. Statement Betore the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Europe and
the Middle East. 102d Cong., 1st Sess., 2(0 November 1991.
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However, the private voluntary organizations report that the
Iraqi food distribution system works to provide all Iraqis
with rations. Dreze and Gazdar concluded in August 1991:
Contrary to the popular belief, Iraq's public distribution system is
an exemplary one in terns of coverage. equity. efficiency, and the
amount distributed.... The rations are identical for everyone
throughout the country, irrespective of age, sex, region. nationaity.
or any other criterion,.. It may seem surprising that a regime ws
repressive and intolerant as that of Sadd~un Hussein should turn out
to be so considerate and impautiad in food distribution. There is.
however, nothing new in this observation. Authoritarian rulers over
the world ... have not hesitated to utilize food hand-outs as a way
of defusing tensions and containing dissent."

The Kurdish and Shiite populations did not receive Iraqi
government rations during the period of civil rebellion in
spring 1991, nor indeed for some time afterwards, and
rations were never regularly supplied thereafter to the area
under the Kurdish administration. However, the international community stepped in with food relief that certainly
exceeded the level of Iraqi rations.
The food situation was quite typical of other vital
sectors, such as electricity, water, and health. The infrastructure was slowly restored, with each successive team of
experts reporting a somewhat higher level of production.
WATER. Regular water service was restored in spring
1991to Baghdad and in summer to areas hit by the civil
disturbances, although the lack of sewage processing in
Basra continued to pose a serious public health threat well
past the first anniversary of the sanctions. The Aga Khan
report stated that of the 16.8 million people who had piped
water pre-crisis, 14.3 million had service restored at an

58. Dreze and Gazdar, pp. 36 and 40.
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average of 100 liters per person per day, compared to 3010
liters pre-crisis.5 9 The International Study Team report on
water and waste water provides a detailed review of conditions in late August 1991. Overall, water production was
30 percent to 70 percent of the prewar level. The best
situation was in Basra where water production was 90
percent of the prewar level; however. Basra's water supply
pre-crisis was nowhere near as good as Baghdad's."" Paradoxically, the high level of water output was a major factor
in the sewage flooding in Basra, commented on by many
observers (for example, the Aga Khan report). In addition,
Basra's flat topogranhy and low water table rneant that
sewage disposal required continuous operation of pumps,
three out of four of which had suffered from the frequent
power surges. Outside Basra, sewage disposal was not a
particular problem, in part because geography simplified
such disposal, By early 1992, water service was essentially
fully restored.
ELECTRICITY. Electricity was available six to eight hours
a day in urban areas by June 1991, when the Aga Khan
team was in Iraq. While only 25 percent of prewar capacity was back in operation, Iraq had had substantial excess
capacity prewar, the average load was about 30 percent of
capacity, but the peak load in summer was much higher.
The July 1991 capacity was sufficient to generate 20.4
billion megawatt hours a year compared to 1989 use of 25.6
billion, on the implausible assumption it could be operated

59. Calculated from the Iraqi Annual Abstract of Statistics 1990; assuming only
15.( million people, 1.635 billion cubic meters per year is 30Xi liters per person
per day.
60. Basra received only 15 percent as much piped water as Baghdad in 1989
(76 million cubic meters compared to 542 million), while Basra has fully onefourth the population.
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without shutdown. If run at full level (say, 9(0 percent of
the time), the July 1991 capacity was sufficient to nmcet the
17.9 billion megawatt-hour 1989 demand for all but
industrial purposes.
The Aga Khan report warned that the electrical situation
would deteriorate because of heavy demand and lack of
spare parts. In fact, exactly the opposite occurred. The
International Study Team group, which was in Iraq in late
August and early September 1991, found that electrical
generating capacity was up from 25 percent earlier to 37
percent. That was sufficient to meet 6X percent of peak
demand, which would appear to mean all nonindustrial
demand.
Since fall 1991, electricity has been available most
hours each day. Nevertheless, frequent power outages
continued, meaning that electric refrigeration could not be
counted on for perishable foods, which impeded distribution, storage in stores, and stockpiling in homes. These
problems probably hit the elite almost as severely as the
middle class and the poor, as there is no sign that the elite
had taken such precautions as installing private generators
or large water tanks, which are common in countries with
frequent power or water outages.
HEALTH. Health is harder to measure than water, food,
or electricity. The International Study Team included five
physicians (three of them Arabic-speaking) who visited 46
health facilities. The hospitals were fully staffed, and their
laboratories functioning at 30 percent of the prewar level,
but could not perform adequately most surgery and other
sophisticated medical interventions. The Iraqi Health
Ministry reports that only 78,089 major operations were
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performed in 1991 compared to IN1,506 in 1989."'
Major operations are not the most effective way to save
lives in middle-incomne countries, however; basic care is,
and that evidently was still available from the Iraqi medical
system. That would make medical care in Iraq by August
1991 bettci than in most low-income countries. This
suggests Iraq's problems do not necessarily qualify as a
crisis from the perspective of the world community.
Consider, for instance, the question of medicines. The
United Nations Development Programme reports, "Between
1.5 and 2.5 billion people still have little or no regular
access to essential drugs ... Basic and essential drugs cost
around $1.00 per person" annually."" By contrast, the Aga
Khan report cites Iraq's insistence that it needs $460
million-$23 per person in drugs and medical supplies."'
While this may be what Iraq needs to restore care to
pre-crisis levels (and therefore to reduce popular anger at
the deterioration in health care), it is not necessarily what
the international community needs to consider as the
minimum necessary for Iraq.
A detailed study of infant and child mortality in Iraq by
public health specialists, several from the Harvard Public
T
Health School, concluded,"
These results provide strong evidence that the Gulf war and trade

61. Iraq News Agency. 9)March 1992. in FRIS, 10 March 1992. p. 17.
62. UNDP1. Iluman l)evehopmern Report /99/. p. 63.
61. Aga Khan report. p. 25.
64. Alherto Ascherio. et at., 'Effect of the Gulf War on Infant and Child
Mortality in Iraq." New England Journal o•fMedicine. vol. 327. no. 1 (24
Septemher 1992). p. 931.
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sanctions caused a threefold increase in mortality amniig Iraqi
children under five years of age. We estimate that an excess of
more than 46,9k)() children died between January and August 1991.

The analysis compares death rates in each four-month
period from January 1985 through August 1991. Death
rates during the last four months of 199(0, when sanctions
were in effect, did not increase, but there had been no
fighting. That suggests the increased deaths were due to
the war-time damage. Indeed, the authors hypothesize that
the excess mortality was caused by disruption of the water
and sewage systems, by the degradation of health services
with loss of electricity, and by mainktrition-all factors that
followed the war but which were only peripherally related
to the sanctions. In short, strong evidence supports the
authors' claim that the Gulf war caused extensive civilian
deaths:"'
During the Gulf war. it was suggested that by using high-precision
weapons with strategic targets. the Allied forces were producing
only limited danage to the civilian population. The results of our
study contradict this claim and confirm that the casualties of war
extend far beyond those caused directly by warfare.

On the other hand, the Iraqi government argues that "as
a result of the blockade" through April 1993, 93,850
children five years of age and under and 170,888 people
over age five died.T ' Even assuming that the calculations
of additional deaths during that period is correct, it would
65. Ibid., p. 935.
66. Health Minister Midhat Muhakar, Al-Jurnhurivah (Baghdad). 24 June 199;.
in FRIS. 1 July 1993. He refers to "children over five" instead of "people over
five." but similar such announcements on a regular basis suggest he meant all
thtose over five.
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still be unclear what proportion was due to the sanctions
and what to ongoag, civil strife, such as the poor living
conditions for mifllions of Kurds and Shiites.
The picture painted here differs sharply from the
conventional wisdom portrayed1 in the media.Jorait
and many analysts have systematically overstated the
problemns in Iraq. Consider the conventional \,%isdomn of
mid- 199 1:
Over-all. the American analysts say., the Iraqis are struggling,
precariously under a patchwork of short-term fixes and remedies
that will probahbly dete riorfate in the months ahead it the BushI

Administration in~untains

trade

sanctions."

Or the conventional view of early 1992:
rc,serv'ts~u
areo
Iratqi govtrnment expendituic., indic~ate tnai
longer ade qu ate ito supply mnore than essentials, like food and
mnedicine, to miliitary forces and key leadershipj groups."

Whether the conventional wisdomn of mid- 1993--that Iraq
has its back to the wall economnically-is any more accurate
remains to be seen. A New, York Times headline says "In
Iraq. Hunger Wins," and the accompanying story cites
FAO/WFP calculations that Iraq needs 5.4 million tons af
imported food in 1993." That claimn is a good example of
the kind of analysis that underlies such portrayals of Iraqi

67.

Patric~k Tyler. New Y''rk Ii-nes,

June 1991.

69. P~atrick Tyler. New Yo~rk Times. 19 January 1992.
69. Paul Lewis. Newm
Y,,rk Times. 21 July 1993. Lewis refers to the estimate
atsbeing from the World Health (Organization; it wits produced by a FA( /WF1'
Crop and Food Supply Assessment Mission which visited Iraq 14 through 2X
June 1993.
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desperation. Iraqis in 19X9 were able to have a more than
ample diet while consuming only 3.5 million tons ot
imported food. These imports provided 70 percent of their
total calories. A 5.4-million-ton need is ridiculous.
In fact, by the end of first year of sanctions, the Iraqi
economy had stabilized at a low standard of living. The
standard was not only sufficient to sustain human life: it
was probably as good as the average for human life on our
planet today. The evidence is consistent with the view that
the main source of economic damage was the war, not the
sanctions. Furthermore, it would appear that the effect of
the postwar sanctions has been to slow recovery, not to
cause additional deterioration.
PoliticalEffects of the Reduced Living Standards
Direct evidence is scant on how Iraqis arc reacting to the
privation caused by the sanctions. The standard of living
in Iraq is now at levels that Americans would find so intolerable as to lead to open revolt. But Iraqis would not
necessarily react th' same way. Iraq's living standard is
about where it was in 1958 at the overthrow of the monarchy. Furthermore, the 1992-93 Iraqi living standard is
around the level in Egypt. which was historically a reference point for Iraqis. Iraqis may therefore view their
present privation as an unfortunate return to the past, rather
than as an unparalleled disaster. The extent of the Iraqi
population's willingness to undergo such privation is quite
unknown. Of course, the Iraqi population probably also
compares its 1992-93 standard of living to what they had
pre-crisis or, even more tellingly, to their hopes and dreams
during that brief moment of peace between August 1989
and August 1990.
Tough times have undoubtedly aroused rage in Iraq,
but at whom is it directed'? The Iraqi government has tried

I
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hard to direct the anger against the West. Iraqi propaganda
constantly repeats that the sanctions were designed t) cet
Iraq out of Kuwait and Iraq is now out of Kuwait, so the
sanctions accomplished their announced purpose and are
now beinig maintained only to make Iraqis suffer. The state
of Iraqi public opinion is impossible to kmw. as should be
clear after the civil war of March and April 19)91 %khich
erupted against the expectations of every ( S. ohseixer.
Nevertheless, to the extent that visitors can tudge, the Iraqi
regime's propaganda campaign to blame the \West for the
recent suffering inside Iraq seems to have had somc
success. To be sure, Iraqis appear to recognize Saddam",
decision to invade Kuwait as a monunental error. Nevertheless, outside observers have not seen evidence --street
graffiti, popular jokes. spontaneous demonstrations-blaming Saddam's postw'ar policies for the shortages.
Another factor militating against a change of government is that the hardest hit group has been the middle
class-the 1I0 percent below' the elite 1 percent and above
the lowver 89 percent. Unlike the elite, they have liittle
access to imported niceties: unlike the lower X") percent. the
rations do not begin to provide them with a diet as varied
and tasty as they expect. The middle class is in the
depressing situation of seeing the shops full but lacking the
income to buy. It is hard to mobilize the middle class for
change: it cannot lead a coup and has neither the numbers
nor the inclination to engage in street tighting in a popular
rebellion. In addition, the middle class is disproportionately
Sunni Arab and therefore inclined to support Saddam for
ethnic reasons,. Emigration is the one safety valve of the
middle class, an option that quite a number have taken or
are trying to take.
Another imponderable is the political effect of the
dependence on rations from the government. The rations
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cost a family of six 24 dimars a mionth, while buying thle
samne food on the free- market would cost about 3,500It dinar,,
a mionth. The implicit value of the rations is therefore 3,475
dinars a month (the gap betwveen the free market price and
the ration cost). The implicit value of the rations eýýCee's by
a large margin the salary of an unskilled laborer (2511 dinars
a month) or even of a general (2,900 dinars a month I.

4 Financing Imports
Iraq's potential sources of foreigen exchange earnines-l
depend upon how strictly the sanctions are Implemiented
and whether Saddami cooperates with tile I ý.N. -iliandated oilI
sales. If enforcement is lax--if current trend,, continue-lraq will be able to finance about $2 billion ai year In
Imports, The miany sources of this financing come from
expli0ting loopholes in the sanctions as actulally' aipplied and
fromn smuggling across hard-to-police borders,. Of course.
any Such estimate is tremendously uncertain.

Oil Sales
U.S. government sources clalim Jordan is Importing, only
55,000) barrels a day (b/d), the official Jordanian figture for

its crude oil Imports tromn Iraq." Petroleumn industry and
Middle East sources agree that Jordan is importing 50.000(
bid of crude fromn Iraq and 20.0001 to 25,00(1 b/d of' fuel oil.
One oil industry source stated in I1992, however, that Crude
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plus refinedl product total was ) 50,00(0 bMd.' A conservativ.e
valuation of the oil Would be 601,1000 barrels a day at S$15
each, or $330 million. A mlore geiierous estimate would be
80,000i( barrels a day at $16 each, or $465 million.
When Jordan notified the sanctions committee in June
1991 of its intention to Import the oil. Jordan stated that the
funds Would be used only to repay Iraq's debt to Jordan.
On this basis, the sanctions committee "took noie" of
Jordan'ý declaration, without expressing approval or
disapproval. However. Jordan evidently made no commitments about refraining~ fromt nie", loanls ito Iraq, While some
in the U.S. tsovernment interpret thle U).N. sanctilonl" to
011 ot seem to be thle Inter,forbid tie"w loans, that Aoul
pretation common in other countries, includinrg Jordan.
Therefore, Jordan canl comply with the letter of the sanctions while violating the spir~it: it can Import Iraqi oil to
repay 01(1 Iraqi debts wvhile extending, new loans to Iraq. in
a transaction that amontLIs to the samie thing as paying Iraq
directlyv for the oil.
The respectedi oil industry newkslettef P'trolvian 1,welinxlie
reported in 1992. "Syria a
%olunies of up to 401,1000 b/d of crude. A 2-monith search
by P1W has established that somle amount of crude has been
tran spore from rIa0 to Jordan to Syiab Anmman
(IrU':kngo Resources. ,7- How\ever, there are dloubts about
this report. Exports to Syria would have to be by truck ---a
long and expensive route--as there is no evidence that thle
long-shut pipelioe fromt Iraq has been reopened.
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"Senior U.S. officials" complained to the V'ztshingrtui
Post in March 1993 that Iran had imported oil from Iraq."

The amounts involved appear to have been small, as the
reports spoke of dozens of tanker trucks per day. However.
there were said to have been periodic discussions between
Baghdad and Tehran about a larger deal. It would be easy
to transport oil between Iraq and Iran, as the two have
pipelines that come within ten miles of each other at two
points, at the Shatt-al-Arab river or in the central zone
between Naft-e Shah and Naft Khaneh.
Press reports confirm travellers' tales that substantial
amounts of Iraqi oil are imported into Turkey," to take
advantage of a $2.20 per gallon price differential that
results from heavy Turkish taxation and large Iraqi subsidies (especially as the oil is paid for with currency exchanged at the black market rate). The volume of the trade
fluctuates. In 1991, Agence France-Presse cited U.N.
officials in Baghdad who estimated the trade at 600 tankers
a day. each carrying 50 barrels. plus what regular cargo
trucks carry in extra tanks." By comparison, the pre-crisis
trade was 20.000( barrels a day. A conservative estimate of
the oil revenue would be 3,500 barrels a day at $16 each,
or $20) million. A more generous estimate would be 6,00)1)
barrels at $16 each. or $35 million.
71;
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Gold Sales
The stock of gold jewelry in Iraq pre-crisis was at least $1
billion and possibly $3 billion, that is, 10() to 300 tons of
gold. This estimate is based on data from the industry
standard source, Gold Field Mineral Services of London."
Its reference work reports that 42 tons of gold were
imported into Iraq, Syria, and Jordan for jewelry fabrication
between 1981 and 1984, evidently almost all for Iraq. In
addition, Iraqis held large amounts of jewelry manufactured
elsewhere or bought before 1981. (After 1984, with the
economic downturn in Iraq. little gold seems to have
entered the country.) From the scrap gold purchased by
jewelers in Iraq, Syria, and Jordan-which averages 10 tons
a year-it would seem that the gold stock is at least 200
tons, at least half of it in Iraq. By way of comparison, the
usual figure for world holdings of jewelry is 30,000 tons, of
which 3,00(0 tons are said to be in Turkey.
The Iraqi Central Bank reported for many years, until it
classified its holdings secret, that Iraq had 130 tons of gold,
worth about $1.3 billion. 7" During the war with Iran,
Baghdad launched drives to collect gold jewelry, which
suggests possible gold sales. On the other hand, it was
credibly reported that the gold so collected was used to gild
the Presidential Palace. It is not known how much of the
government's gold was held in Iraq and how much was
stored abroad and therefore possibly frozen by the U.N.
sanctions.
The stock of gold jewelry in Kuwait pre-crisis was at
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least $2 billion and possibly as much as the $4 billion
estimated by the Economist Intelligence Unit,7' that is, 400
tons to 200 tons. Some substantial portion ended up in
Iraq, either through seizure by individual soldiers or through
sale by Kuwaitis who needed money for living expenses
during the crisis. This excludes the Kuwaiti official gold
reserves, which were returned to Kuwait after the war.
In short, excluding the official Kuwaiti gold later
returned to Kuwait, the gold stock (government plus
private) in Iraq in fall 1991 was somewhere between 100
and 700 tons, worth between $1 billion and $7 billion.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that Iraqis may be selling
gold from jewelry and small private stocks, as they have
long done when times are tough. The scrap gold sales for
Iraq, Syria, and Jordan which had averaged 10 tons in th
1980s reached 27.5 tons in 1990 and 34.3 tons (worth about
$350 million) in 1991.79 Iraqis would have little difficulty
selling such amounts of gold, given the large scrap markets
in neighboring countries: the 1991 purchases were 104.5
tons in Turkey, 137.6 tons in Arabian Peninsula states, and
43.0 tons in Iran.
Iraq has also sold some of its official gold to pay for
humanitarian imports. The Australian central bank (the
Reserve Bank) reported that 10 tons, worth $108 million,
were handed over to it to pay for 900,00(0 tons of wheat."'"
Jordanian Finance Minister Basil Jardaneh contirms he

79. ELm'on•ist Intelligence Unit, Iraq. no. 4. 1990t.estimated Kuwaili private

t•ons exUluding jewelers' stocks.
goId ho1ldings at 4W(1
79. Middh" East Econmi" Di,,cst, 5 June 1992.
MO. Wa•hing'ton Post. 22 August 1992. The Jordanian transaction descriptitm
and the Finance Minister quLote is Irom David Ignatius. Washington Post. 25
April 1992.
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approved the purchase of "something like $10 million" in
gold by that country's Housing Bank in 1992.
Gold sales could provide Iraq as much as $250 million
a year. At this rate. the gold would last 4 to 28 years.
Reexports from Kuwait
The automobiles taken from Kuwait could well have a
value of $100 million, as discussed earlier. If the cars were
reexported from Iraq, registration formalities would not
seem to be a problem in such nearby countries as Lebanon
or Iran.
Many items other than cars were taken from Kuwait.
Some of the more readily saleable items would be consumer durables such as VCRs or televisions and construction
materials and equipment. While any such figure is speculative, the value of goods taken from Kuwait--discounted for
the damage done while removing them--may well have
been a billion dollars.
To cite a November 1991 Reuters report about rings of
thieves in Baghdad, "luxury saloons [cars] were fetching up
to $30,000 when sold in Iran, and the cars were often
driven to the border filled with stolen electronic cable, steel
wire, and goods looted from Kuwait."'"
The reexports from Kuwait may have provided $100
million on average in each of the three first years of
sanctions, but they would now be tapering off.
Other Exports
Iraq is known to have exported dates. USDA sources
estimate that the value may have been as high as $80
million, thanks to improved packaging and grading. Iraq

91.
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has also exported via Jordan urea and sulphur, as well as
refined petroleum products for Lebanon.Y2
Iraq is reliably reported to have exported used construction equipment and the like to Iran. To quote Peter
Galbraith,
In Haj Omran, within a ntile of the border itself sits one of the
largest collections of construction and earthmoving equipment in
the world. In a short period of time I saw more than 301large
bulldozers, at letst 7 giant cranes, steam shovels, and hundreds tf
big dump trucks. The equipment. manufactured by Volvo.
Komatsu, Caterpilhlr, and Kawitasaki looks to be in good condition.
Parked along the road leading to the border were trucks loaded

down with machinery. The Kurds explained that whole factories
were among the contraband waiting to cross into Iran. From the
evidence at Haj Omran, it is clear that Iraq is exporting its
infrastructure to Iran at tire side prices."
Iraq had a large stock of such equipment from the many
projects underway in the aftermath of the Iran-Iraq war.
The demand for such equipment is strong in Iran since that
country is in the midst of a construction boom. Monthly
sales in the millions of dollars are eminently plausible.
Continuing Iraqi exports to Gulf countries of sheep.
personal weapons from the ample Iraqi stock, and consumer durables have been reported. In July 1991, Paul Lewis
wrote, "When Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan's team was
investigating the plight of Iraqis under sanctions this month
[Julyl, some of its members found that many goods sold in
distress were being shipped to Iran and Saudi Arabia, to be

82. Peter Galhraith, Kurdistan in the Tinme o*'e'ddti Ilussein. Stalt Rep•ort 1t,
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relation.,, ii)2d Cong.. 1st Sess., Novemher
1991. p I0.
93. Ibid. p. 1t.
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resold for dollars."• No estimate is possible of the amounts
involved.
Iraq may be able to export nonoil products worth $(100$250 million a year, excluding reexports from Kuwait. The
exports are likely to rise through time.
Use of Bank Accounts
The U.N. sanctions committee in 1991 authorized governments to release bank funds to finance humanitarian
imports. A list of $3,755 million in bank funds at endMarch 1991 was provided by Iraq to the United Nations1.7
Most governments freezing funds did not agreed to a
blanket release of such funds, but Iraq seems to have
gained access to the $72 million in Yemen and Jordan. The
British government agreed to release $12* million (7(1
million pounds sterling) of the $538 million frozen there in
association with the release of a Briton held on corruption
charges dating from well before the crisis."v Reports
suggest that Canada and some north European governments
also released tens of millions of dollars of the $1,22X
million held in Europe outside the United Kingdom.74 There
are no indications that the United States released any of the
$1,415 million it froze.
On 2 October 1992, the Security Council approved
X4. New York limes. 25 .luly 1991.
72. Lenter dated 7 June 1991 troin the Permanent Representative of Iraq to the
United Nations. Securilt
11990).
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Resolution 778 authorizing states to release the sales
proceeds on Iraqi petroleum shipped before 2 August 199(0
but not yet paid for at that tine. Including amounts in bank
accounts in Western nations and also unsold crude oil in
storage in Turkey and Saudi Arabia, the total available was
estimated at $500 million to $1 billion.7" Each state was
asked to authorize release of up to $200 million if it had
that much. The United States has authorized the release of
the full $200 million.
The funds released under Resolution 778 were to go
only to a U.N. escrow account for humanitarian relief. This
account was authorized by Security Resolution 712, passed
on 19 September 1991. which "confirms that funds contributed from other sources may if desired, in accordance with
Ithe oil sales resolutionl, be deposited into the escrow
account as a sub-account and be immediately available to
meet Iraq's humanitarian needs . . . without any of the
obligatory deductions and administrative costs .
The
account has never been activated because of Iraqi disinterest
and U.N. bureaucracy.
Resolution 778 also provided in paragraph I I that "no
further Iraqi assets shall be released" except to the escrow
account for humanitarian relief. That means that governments were no longer authorized to release frozen bank
assets. It also applied to the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), a clearing bank owned by the world's largest
central banks, which holds $300 million in Iraqi assets. 7"
75. Paul Lewis, "U.N. Council Votes to Use Iraqi Assets Froien Abroad." No'i
Yirk l'ines. I Octolber 1992.
76. Thomas Pickering. U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations. Testimony
RBeire the House Foreign Aflairs SuKorminittees or Human Rights and
International organizations. I02d Cong.. 1st Sess.. 21 (October 1991. The Iraq)
position tin the Rank for International Settlements funds was described in an
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Iraq has consistently objected to the release of the BIS
funds into any escrow account. In short, Iraq was able to
secure several hundred million dollars from its frozen bank
accounts with U.N. approval in 1991-92, but further use of
such accounts is more problematic.
Rumors abound about large, undeclared Iraqi bank
accounts abroad. Richard Newcomb, director of the
Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Assets Control,
states a common view that such accounts exist (and
implicitly are of considerable size):77
It is my belief, and an operating ýutumption of the U.S. Treasury.
that through secret accounts and investments, covert Iraqi front
companies and clandestine agents of his regime, Saddmun Hussein
is attempting to sustain and prolilerate his tools for disregarding the
U.N. embargo.

The search for hidden bank accounts has been conducted primarily by thb I1.S. government and the New York
investigative firm of Jules Kroll, under contract to the
Kuwaiti government.7, There is remarkably little evidence
that these searches have been productive: the amounts
positively identified (as distinct from claimed) have been
vastly less than the rumored hoards. A 1VWhiitgton Pext

headline thus summarized the search, "No Pot of Gold Ihas
been Found in Ongoing Hunt for Secret Iraqi Assets. ,,,

fraq New, Agency atcnunt, 20) ()Ojrticr 1992, in FRIS. 22 04U1obhr 1992.
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Loans and Grants
Libya exported to Iraq food aid with a value of perhaps $,5
million a month beginning in April 1991. Yemen has also
sent small amounts of aid. Quasi-governmental Iranian
organizations appear to have sent some aid to the south.
The U.N. system agencies reported in January 1992 that
they have spent a total of $97 million in Iraq in calendar
year 1991 for emergency relief, e"xclusive of the tLN.
guards, arms monitoring programs, and refugee assistance."'
(The largest source of financing for this relief wkas $32
million from the U.S. government to the World Food
Programme). U.N. financing was less in 1992 and is likely
to fall steadily, given the number of humanitarian crises in
the world and the U.N. system's continuing financial
problems.
The United States reports it spent about $46() million on
Operation Provide Comfort tc aid Kurds in 19911. The
amount of U.S. aid was sharply lower in 1992 and is likely
to continue to deline. Furthermore, a GAO source
suggests that the value of goods received in 1991 was
closer to $100 million than the $460) million spent. for
several reasons, including:

o

Excess goods, like the Meals Ready to Eat (MRE),
were valued at purchase cost, rather than at their much
lower market value.
O Much of the cost went for U.S. personnel.
O The transport charg-c, were heavy, especially since they

90. UNDR() FinancItal Rcpirt FI . 1 January 1992.
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included substantial capital charges for the depreciation of
the planes used in transport.
A GAO source suggests that the value of goods received in
1991 was closer to $100 million than the $460 million
spent.
A number of other industrial nation governments have
sent aid to Iraq. For instance, the European Community
granted $16 million for aid to Iraq in July 1993."' On the
basis of fragmentary evidence, "other" aid is at least $50
million a year.
Private voluntary organizations may have spent some
tens of millions of their own funds in 1991, in addition to
the government-financed aid they administered. Such aid
is unlikely to be appreciable, given Saddam's restrictions on
suh or-ranizatimns" activities and given the competing
needs elsewhere.
Some traders are rumored to have extended loans to
Iraq. The motivations may have been partly political but
largely commercial, since Iraq may well be inclined to be
generous in the future to donors of aid in its hour of need.
For instance, the Wall Street .Iournal quoted U.N. officials.

Western businessmen, and knowledgeable Iraqis to the
effect that Western firms. including oil companies, had been
shipping goods to Iraq, sometimes as a gift. with the
expectation (encouraged by Iraqi officials) that they would
profit after the cmbargo was lifted."2 Furthermore, traders
may have unloaded on Iraq goods they could not sell
elsewhere at a sirnila, price and so might otherwise have

,1. Agcnce France Presse. in FRIS. ;,1 July 1993.
92. Peter Waidman. "European Firmv Are Lining Up tbr Iraqi oil." Wall Siree
.h,urfl. 29 January 1991.
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warehoused, for example, Vietnamese rice shipped to repay
old debts."
5 Alternative Scenarios for the Mid-1990s
The principal alternative scenarios to the ,;ontinuation of
present trends would be either fuller implementation of
sanctions or Saddam's agreeing to the U.N.-mandated oil
sales.
Full Sanctions
An alternative scenario would be for tighter implementation
of the sanctions. Six steps to reduce Iraq's access to
foreign exchange would be:
0 Iraq is blockedfrom gaining ac'cess to the incone fiom
ary oil exported to Jordan. That is, either Jordan is
induced to stop importing oil from Iraq (for example, by an
offer of low-cost oil from another source) or Jordan is
persuaded to deny Iraq access to the oil income. Either
step would require an end to the current Jordanian practice
of using the oil income to repay Iraq's debt to Jordan while
simultaneously extending new loans to Iraq.
0 Iraq's oil exports to Turkey and Iran are slowed or
stopped. However, the Turkish government may not be
able to do much more in this regard. It already has a substantial incentive to prevent such trade, because it loses the
considerable tax revenue consumers would otherwise pay on
oil products bought through Turkish channels. Nor is it
clear how vigorously Western governments would protest
83. James Whittington, "Sanctions and missiles fail to shift Saddam," Financial
Tinms. 1 July l993.
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Iranian oil purchases from Iraq.

o

Iraqi no oil el')oirts to Tu-ke "v, Jordtan, tint! Irt iii
a'e
pirohibited-principally dates. used construction equipment
and vehicles, and some mineral products. These countries
now permit the entry of merchandise worth millions of
dollars a week.

o

Irtaqis

receive littl' if'(i/tV 1y(IditiOntil (i('(eS.1t

fro zeto 'reign bank

!•c'countN.

their

No niore la,-o releases are

made like the British unfreezing of $125 million in November 1991.

o

Iraq is inipededfrot u(rrattngit moreI lons und aid

from governments such us Lihbyaj. The impediment could

come from pressure on governments and/or from cornplications in receiving U.N. permission to Import goods
financed by such loans and aid.
O lliraq rfeceives less ti..sistaIlcef
.ont
'h/aritaih"leofg'aUU '(Itions. The Iraqi government may itself reduce cooperation
with these organization, as has been hinted by the Minister
of Health, to limit foreigners' access to Iraqi citizens and
to reinforce governmental control over its citizens' food
supplies.
With the political will to do so. Iraq's hard currency
earnings could technically be reduced to about $1 billion
dollars a ye'ir. Iraq would then have enough to import basic
necessities but nothing else. Either Baghdad would have to
devote essentially all foreign exchange earnings to importing basic necessities or. if Saddam insisted on retaining
significant sums for his military and for elite consumption,
Baghdad would have to reduce the ordinary Iraqi's diet so
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much that popular dissatisfaction could be intense.
The barriers to tightening sanctions are both political
and technical. Even with the toughest political will in the
world, Iraq could still earn at least $500) million a year from
gold sales and smuggling (much of it used equipment and
consumer durables like automobiles). The trade in old gold
jewelry and the smuggling routes are centuries old; it is
unrealistic to anticipate that the governments of Turkey and
Iran could stop it entirely no matter what they did.
Furthermore, few circumstances are conceivable under
which Iraq would be denied assistance from humanitarian
agencies, both private and U.N.-related. If Iraq were in dire
circumstances, this assistance would increase to at least
$300 million a year. Indeed, it is hard to envisage Iraq's
foreign exchange resources dropping below $1 billion a
year.
Under this scenario, the Iraqi diet would be tight unless
domestic food output increased noticeably. Such an
increase is not anticipated. Medical care would be more
like that in the poor countries where most of humanity
lives. In other words, most people would receive only
basic public health and the most cost-effective of lifesaving drugs; sophisticated medical interventions would be
reserved for a small elite. If medicines were rationed well,
the increase in mortality could be quite limited. If the
government attempted to maintain the old system of
advanced medical care, resources would be insufficient to
provide most Iraqis even the most basic health care, and the
death rate could soar.
The change from the base case would depend upon
which policies the Iraqi government adopted. If Baghdad
maintained its system of relatively egalitarian food distribution, the principal difference from the base case would be
that the middle class and all but a handful of the very top
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percent a wvar, at a serious risk of hyperinflat ion. Already,
thle reC-iime has, ann unIced Sti ff I)enaJt) - fiOF JIerchan t,s hi
refuLse to ac-cept din ars. At the- same timtue the shorta~ceo
forei en exchanie wilfl cause the black market ecwhanwe' rate
to soap-- another factor that ill lead 1raqcis to ,hunl) linais.
The diniai mlight \\ell cease to kfunction as Money.
The decay of central -,overnnlent control is i ne\ itahle
under this scenario. Ba hdad "~ill not have go ods to hand
out wr exerm to sell. The 11zovern m~ent would lace Serious
decay, in public morale. Hlowever, itisby no mieans" clear
that the dire econoimic sittiation would ttirn into antiSaddam p(mptlar rebellions. The initi,ý impulse is, more
li
kelv to be nd iVidual antisocial actionls, Such as Anl intensiticati on of the ernme w\ave alIready under way. [u;therMore. Saddain may be able to charndnemuch Of thd pt l~ar
anceetr into fury at thle L.N. coalition, not his iegime. After
th'. hi tter experv-IICeS Of thle \NI arch-A pr I 1991 rebelh los.
itIS y no0 niealus clear that1 tile Sbii teS wNonId take tip armis
so Soon ac,,i t a poptular rebellion against Saddam. And
'k
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the Kurdish response might be to widen the gap between
the areas they control and the rest of Iraq, without challenging Saddam's power in Baghdad. In other words, it would
be imprudent to assume that the toughest sanctions would
!ead to Saddamn's overthrow in the short term.

Oil Sales
If Saddam feels a need for additional foreign exchange, he
always has a ready route to an extra $1 billion. Uinder
Resolution 706 of August 1991. the Security Council has
authorized the sale of up to $1.6 billion of lraqi oil over a
six-month period, subject to deductions for reparations. the
cost of U.N. operations in Iraq, and an amount withheld to
provide aid for those living in areas outside Baghdad's
control."4 As mandated by the Council, the SecretaryGeneral calculated those deductions as $480 million for
reparations, $121.3 million for U.N. expenses in Iraq, and
$65 million for aid to those outside Baghdad's control. That
leaves $933.7 million for Saddam. In other words, Saddam
can ease the choke-hold of the sanctions anytime he wants.
The oil sales program involves a complicated set of
procedures to reduce the amounts Iraq can divert from
humanitarian needs. In August 1991 Baghdad complained
bitterly that the procedures would delay the oil sales. That
argument had some force then, but by December the procedures had been worked out, the experts hired, and the program could proceed smoothly soon after Iraqi agreement.
However, the Iraqi government still insists on three maior
further changes: permission for long-term contracts rather
than spot sales, use of Persian Gulf ports in addition to the

94. While Resolution 70)6 and its ci mplai in Reso luti•in 712 expired in Mar h
1992. the United States and i(thei Security Ciiuncil members have repeated their
willinic,,,, ti renew the

iffter

if Iraq agrees t, U.N. cmntditlons.
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pipeline through Turkey. and more control over the
imports.' Talks have been held periodically on the oil
sales. One round broke dowvn in sumnmer 1 )92. ostensibly
over these issues. but the real barrier was Saddam's,
un~ ill ingness to accept limits on his ability to use oil fund,
as he sees fit.
Talks about the oil sales revived in mid- 1993, and
aereement w'as nearly reached in late July'. towe\Ccl.
Saddam held out for better terms, evidently persuaded that
he could force the lifting of all limits on Iraqi oil imports.
Saddam appears to have been emboldened by comments of
U..N. envoy Rolf Ekeus, who pointed out that paragraph 22
of the U.N. ceasefire Resolution 6N7 states, 'ithe prohibition
against the import of comnmodities and products o1riginating
in Iraq . . . shall have no further effect" if Iraq agrees to
dismantle and cease production of nuclear, chemical, and
biolocical weapons and Jong-range missiles and to permit
U.N. inspections to this end. Iraq does not have to •omply
with other U.N. demands--for example, about respecting
Kuwait's borders--to be allowed to resume oil sales.
according to a strict interpretation of Resolution 68 7.
Despite the limited nature of the steps necessary to fulfill
these conditions. Saddarn contirinued to stall as of .-\inClist
1993.
Were Iraq to cooperate with the t 'nited Nations on the
limited oil sales. Iraq would probably get access to mlole
than the $933 million. The additional resources wiould
come from two sources. The first would be additional
contributions or unfrozen Iraqi funds, which Narion s
governments have talked about adding to the U.N. account
as a reward for Iraqi cooperation. These funds are almost
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million. The second source of
additional resources would be oil sales beyond the 'I1.6
certain to be at least $3100I

billion level. The Secretary-(General, relief organizations,
and various governments have lobbied vigorously to permit
additional oil sales, and the Security Council looks set to
continue ant expand the oil sales program after the initial
six-month period.
The extra $1 billion a year from the limited oil sales
would have a substantial impact on Iraq. By the ru.C of
thumb explained earlier, $1 billion is to the Iraqi economny
about what $1010 billion is for the U.S. economy. The $1
billion could provide Iraqis with a more varied and ample
diet, which could get close to the pre-crisis 3,0)0) calories
a day. However, the diet would almost certainly have less
meat than pre-crisis. Furthermore, it is quite possible that
the Iraqi government would use much of the additional
money to rebuild its stocks enough to withstand a year of
near-complete sanctions similar to those from August 199(I
through February 1991. Spent mostly on basic food stuffs,
$S billion would refill Iraq's storage facilities and be just
about the right amount to withstand another siege. The
FAO estimate of $3 billion for "basic needs" includes
resources for siege-withstanding stocks and for restoring

Iraqi consumption of meats and other nonv ital foods to the
pre-crisis level.
With the extra $1 billion, water and electricity supplies
could become steadier. Perhaps they would not reach the
pre-crisis standard, w.hich was as good or better than in the
United States, but water and electricity would improve from
the present level, which is about average for Tehran and
Amman (that is, periodic cuts). On the other hand, the
extra $1 billion would not make much difference for
industry, because it would not provide enough to import the
inputs and spare parts needed to run industry at prewar
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levels (a restored industry would require quite an increase
in electricity output, which would strain the electric ,v,tern. As for medical care, Iraq would have ample medicines for public health and basic care on a standard aho\e
that for most of humanity, but it \%ould not have the
resources to return to the prewar practice of medicine
approximating the scale in advanced industrial nations.
The additional resources under this scenario ýould
probably not do much for groups more \ulnerable than tile
base case. The Iraqi government has already pros ided for
their basic sustenance, and the further improvements niig-ht
not be so great. The difference \Would be appreciable for
the Sunni heartland and for the middle class. becaueC the
regime would have the resources to extend to a broader
group some of tile privileges now\ reserved for a small elite.
such as the right to shop in the April 2X Supermarkets. In
July 1991, prices in those markets were .125 diniars for 301
eggs compared to 12 dinars on the free market. arid .4(1(0
dinars for a can of corned beef that cost 3.5 dinars on the
free market."
The oil sales would ease the Iraqi governmenlt's budget
deficit. They would provide the resources for importing
basic goods that would be sold to the public, generating
revenue for the government. The government would gain
little, however, because a fair amount of the additional
imports will be added to stocks (w\hich the goverument
corporations own) or sold at the derisory prices for rationed
goods.
The sale of additional imports at low prices would limit
inflation: consumers" costs would go down because they
could buy more at controlled prices and would theretore
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need to rely less on the higher price free market.

Government's additional imports would also reduce demand
for hard currency for importing goods privately. With less
demand for hard currency, the pressure on the exchange
rate would ease.
The additional consumer goods would give the regime
a carrot to combine with the stick it now uses to maintain
control. Baghdad could offer more goods to Kurdish villages that cooperate, and it could provide selective access
for mid-level cadres to the stores now reserved for the elite.
The U.N. plan incorporates provisions for monitoring
the imports financed by the oil sales, but that will have
little effect on the regime's gain from these sales. For one
thing, the supervision of U.N. restrictions will be looser in
practice than in theory. The nongovernmental organizations
and international bureaucracies that will be tasked to
implement the restrictions are bitterly opposed to them.
The humanitarian organizations are in the business of
distributing as much aid as they can, so it is in their interest
to work with governments rather than to engage in the
much harder task of building a parallel distribution system.
In addition, the Iraqi regime will probably indeed use
the imports financed by oil for humanitarian goods distributed on a strictly egalitarian basis, but it will simply divert
to other purposes the resources that it would have otherwise
dedicated to such a distribution of humanitarian goods.
Economists like to say that money is fungible: if more
resources are made available, then Iraq can do more of
what it wants to do, no matter what restrictions are placed
on the additional funds.
Given the obvious advantages of the oil sales, why has
Saddam not agreed to proceed'? He appears to be motivated
by two factors: (I) a conviction that he would gain less
from the extra income than he does from his ability to
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portray himself as standing firm in the face of the world,
and (2) a calculation that sympathy for Iraq's situation is
greater if he refuses the oil sales, such that he will eventually be permitted to sell oil on terms more favorable to his
regime. He appears to be gambling that the United Nations
will compromise on looser controls over the terms and the
proceeds, so that he can divert some of the money through
a myriad of mechanisms, such as underinvoicing the oil to
understate his income, overinvoicing the humanitarian aid
to overstate his expenses, or charging excessive amounts for
transport and insurance, again to overstate his expenses.
Indeed, some reports suggest that Saddam is so determined
to make a strong case for relaxing the sanctions that
"government agents have been threatening people with
arrest if they accept foreign food assistance."'" As Patrick
Tyler, a New York Times reporter who spent 10 weeks in
Iraq during 1991, summarized the views of many analysts,
If [Saddkun'sl last weapon is the sacrilice of millions of Iraqis to
the horrors of starvation and disease until the Western alliance is
shocked into saying "Enough!" and relaxing sanctions, then Mr.

Hussein will not hesitite to reach for this weap)n."

With the resources freed by using U.N.-approved oil
sales for basic needs, Saddam could spend more on Iraq's
military. The sums involved would be at most a few
hundred million dollars, too little to purchase enough
modern weaponry to change the region's strategic balance.
On the other hand, a few hundred million dollars would
permit better maintenance and some repairs to the existing
weapons and to military-industrial facilities. At the limit,
87. Christopher Walker, Times (London). 16 January 1992.
99. New Ytrk Times. 1 December 1991.
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Saddam might even restart work on some nonconventional
weapons that would be permitted under the U.N. restrictions. 'The Iraqis have shown themselves masters at
developing technologies by-passed in the West. Iraq has
surprised the world time and again with its program,, in
high tech and uinexpected weaponry, such as its multistagce
rocket, big guns. and the calutrons (an older technology
Iraq was discovered in i991 to be producing domestically.
allowing it to enrich uranium to the weapon-grade level.
It would be inappropriate to assume that Saddam would be
unable to develop nonconventional \,eapons because of the
U.N. restrictions and because of financial restraints.
For instance. Iraq's best success (or rather. smallest
failure) in the war \&as with its missiles: a big political
impact for a small investment. The U.N. ceasehre resolution
allo\•
Iraq to keep its cruise missiles: only ballistic
missiles with a range over 150 km are banned. Iraq
continues to work on cruise missiles such as the Fao. a
surface-skimming antiship cruise missile with a range of
2(00 km based on the Silkworm design. Or Iraq could
develop high-tech conventional explosives that could do a
lot of damage, for example. fuel-air explosives.
Were Iraqi oil sales to be resolved, world oil markets
would be affected. The prospect in July 1993 that agreement would be reached between the U.N. and Iraq on
limited oil sales was enough to drive down the spot price of
oil by $2.0() a barrel."' Such a price drop could be avoided

if other producers agreed to reduce output. Either way-lower price or lower output-the other oil producers would
suffer. With Saudi Arabia probably taking much of the loss.

Iraq might be able to use the threat of its oil sales as an
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instrument to affect the foreign policies of other oil prOduc -

ers, although it is unclear if such threats would have much
effect.

6 Conclusion
The success of the sanctions cannot be judged for lack of
clear criteria for judging them. The goals put forward for
the sanctions have differed greatly--among the members of
the U.S.-led coalition and across time. By some criteria.
the sanctions were a great success. In 1990, they, sent an
immediate signal of world disapproval while forces were
gathered for further action. Postwar, they kept Iraq from
rearming and reactivating its nonconventional veapons
programs. By other criteria, the sanctions were a dismal
failure. They did not force Saddam to leave Kut 21t
forthwith, nor did they lead to his overthrow in 1991.
On a preliminary note. some observers in August 1990(
thought the sanctions would backhre on the West because
Iraqi and Kuwaiti oil was vital to the world economy. That
view proved to be entirely wrong. The other oil producers
increased output within a few months to make up for all the
lost Iraqi and Kuwaiti exports. The reserve stocks coordinated through the International Energy Agency were not
used. The price of oil roughly doubled for six months,
until it became apparent that the fighting would not further
disrupt oil markets. In the period from August 1991
through July 1993, oil prices were little higher than in
August 199(1, despite the continued absence of ,,aqi oil
exports.

Impact on Iraq of Sanctions
PREWAR. Sanctions had relatively little economic impact in
the prewar period because of stocks, goods taken from

j
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Ku\wait. and offsetting Iraqi gos erninent policies. The
prew ar sanctions %%ereas comprehensive as could ha, e hecn
expected: both income and Imports \%ere hit, and there vas
relatively little cheatine by governments ats, distinct from the
infeitable rampant Nsimggling by trader,,.
Partly because of their limited effect during the initial
months, partly because of Iraqi stubbornness, and partl\
because the We~st \kas unclear and divided about the reasons
for the sanctions, the sanctions did not impress Iraql,
leadership or its population with Western resolve. There i,
absolutely no evidence that Saddam wvould have w ithdrai n
from Kuwait had the sanctions been kept o() for decade.,
witho(ut use of force. Quite the contrary, it is no% clear
that Iraq had adequate stocks to ,ur\ ive in the shoit-run and
that. Oser time, sanctions detcriorate quickly enough to
allow Iraq to sustain i a standard of living its people \\ill
tolerate without rebellint.
The sanctions may have played a role in mobilizine
U.N. coalition support. They showed that the U.nited
Nations \&as searching for a nonviolent means to resolve the
crisis. But some people saw the sanctions as, a lasting
alternative to the use of force, rather than as a signal oft the
world community's determination and an opportunity to
negotiate a settlement if the Iraqi government "ere so
inclined. The sanctions may have therefore strengthened
the hand of opponents of the use of force by giving them
a false alternative.
EFFECTS ON CIVILIANS. Iraqi living standards fell
dramatically during the war, including the civil war following the ceasefire with the United Nations. What was inI
effect a famine during the war had little to do with the
sanctions. It was the product of the disruption of transportation and electricity, not of import limits. The world
public formed an image of Iraqi malnutrition during March

t
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and April 1991, an image that has persisted long after the
reality has changed.
As the civil war died down, living standards improved
slowly. The easing oi the sanctions, with adoption of
Resolution 6X7, was a significant contributing factor.
Detailed inspection reports by organizations unsympathetic
to the continua(ion of the sanctions doc.umented that
electricity, water, waste water disposal, and medical care all
improved steadily, if slowly. No evidence supports the
catastrophic future painted by early postwar evaluations.
especially that of the Secretary-General's representative,
Mr. Ahtisaari.
The group that has borne the greatest burden from the
sanctions has been the middle class. The poor, including
many Shiites. have been relatively well protected by a food
distribution system that works rather well. That middle
class is unlikely to be able to effect a change in government, lacking the will and numbers to carry out a popular
revolt nor are they in a position to organize a coup.
PROSPECTS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE. The sanctions
against Iraq are eroding. Without a change in current
trends, Iraq will continue to be able to import about $2
billion a year. There is also a distinct possibility that
Saddarn will reach agreement with the United Nations on
sale of some Iraqi oil, which would increase Iraqi imports
to at least $3 billion a year.
Two billion dollars in annual imports would be roughly
one-fourth of iraq's prewar civilian imports. It provides
ample room to import food for a nutri'ionally adequate.
though hardly ample, diet. It provides Iraqis with a
standard of living above the average for the human race
today, but below what citizens of advanced industrial
nations would find acceptable.
Saddam can reasonably argue to his people that his
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postwar policies have stabilized the economic situation
while preserving Iraqi pride in resisting foreign pressure.
Furthermore, he can point to the erosion of the sanctions as
evidence that persistence in his obdurate stance has paid off
and that there is no reason to change Iraqi policy. 1;nder
present trends, Iraq's economic situation will steadilv
improve without Saddam's having to bend his neck.
In short, it would be inappropriate to assume that
sanctions will lead to Saddam Hussein's replacement in the
near term. A coup could occur at any moment: change.s of
government in Iraq have long come by coup, and there are
undoubtedly ambitious generals and dissatisfied politicians
(some from Saddam's family and clan). Nevertheless, there
is little reason to believe that sanctions would be a major
factor contributing to such a coup.
Options to Sanctions in Policy Toward Iraq
One reason sanctions persist is that none of the alternatives
are clearly' superior on every count: each has distinct
disadvantages compared to existing policy. Some of the
principal steps that could be taken to supplant or supplement the current sanctions are:
0 Tar'get the wainctions on military-relateditems. An
embargo targeted on weapons would gain much support in
the advanced industrial world, while a general embargo is
already controversial and will become more so. Middle
East nations upset with the current sanctions (for example.
Egypt) would strongly support a policy that deprived Iraq
of weapons and dual-use technology. Because targeted
sanctions would have broader support than the current
general sanctions, they would be easier to implement: more
governments would be strict in enforcing them. Such
targeted sanctions are thus likely to be more sustainable.

I
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The targeted sanctions would be seen as a retreat by the
United Nations from its tough stance: a reward to Iraq foi
its harassment of U.N. inspectors. On the other hand, the
gradual erosion of the sanctions while Saddam remains in
power is also a defeat for the I ýnited Nations
Targeted sanctions are unlikely, if for no other reason
than the bureaucratic inertia of the U.N. system. Although
enthusiasm for sanctions may be difficult to sustain. any
move to modify or eliminate the sanctions re'gime woUld
put strains on U.S. allies. Because sanctions \nere imposed
by the U.N. Security Council, that would have to be the
body to act on any changes. The Council may have
difficulty approving change" i'
.aic'.
1
m.
because any change would be ,Lobject to a veto by an\ of
the five permanent members. The cumbersome nature of
the Security Council often makes no action the path of least
resistance: in this case, that means sustaining the sanctions
as is, even if the sanctions aje eroding in practice.
O- Use militury force. It is hard to paint a scenario in
which the limited use of military foice results in Saddam's
overthrow. It is also hard to see how allied forces could
accomplish much from a renewed bombing campaign: only
a few targets have been found that were not destroyed
during the war. The basic problem for planning bombing
raids is that the allies do not have -cood information on
where the Iraqis have secreted their special weapons
programs. Suggesting that the allies will recommence the
full scale war against Saddam is not a credible threat. It is
not realistic to expect that special operations forces could
kill Saddam, no matter how broad their operating authority.
O Stq)port olipoition to Saddam. Limited military protection for opposition groups would mean telling Saddam he
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cannot attack the Kurdish-controlled zone. That would
have the effect of practically partitioning Iraq. which could
raise problems for regional stability.
Propaganda on the airwaves. tinancial support for
opposition groups. public embrace of opposition groups. and
statements of support for democracy in Iraq are all means
to support the opposition. It is difficult to believe that these
will be sufficient to bring ab it Saddam's downfall in the
near term.
O Inhrea.sejianmciul fre.V~1re on ,Swddim. Proposals haie
been heard for confiscating Iraq's frozen bank deposits as
a way of financing reparations and the on-going V.N.
ceasefire operations,. lJoever, these frozen deposits are
the only hope of Iraq's creditors for recovering any part of
what they are owed.
The allies could also put pressure on Saddam by
exporting Iraqi oil. The Iraqi oil fieids Just across the
border from K uwait are capable of producing 1 .5-2.0
million barrels a day: indeed, the largest field o erlaps the
border. What poetic justice if Iraq. wnich complained that
Kuwait was stealing oil from the common field, was forced
to cede all production from that field to pay for reparations
and U.N. ceasefire operations. Restarting production from
these fields and redirecting the oil to Kuwaiti ports would
pose no technical problem and could be done in a few
months at most. Saddam could be counted on to object, but
it seems unlikely that he would militarily attack allied
personnel working in such oil fields. To be prudent, it
might be necessary to increase U.S. presence in the area-and charge the expenses against the income from the
oil sales.
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The Iraqi experience has been humbling tor believers in
the use of sanctions to accomplish I1'S. foreign policy aim11s.
if those sanctions covered eniough of a target country 's
trade, if they were enforced wxith sufficient Vigor, and it
they were applied long, enough. In fact, sanctions have
made only a limited contrihution towardl 1I.S, oals vs~
Nis Saddam. And the sanctions have come at the price of
heax y suffering Inflicted on the Iraqi people, those least
re 'onibe
for Iraq's aggressive policies bearing the
c~reatest bUrden.~' Sanctions would therefore appear to be
policy of (ulubous morality and limited efficac~y. In the fac~e
of augces~ion, sanctions may look like a wAonder~lul cc cm1pronmise response that avoids the two extremies of tiwi ul
nothing and responding
th military force. I. utortnmtel v.
'%k

In practice sanctions can combiric the worst of both alteronayies. Like doi n noth ing. sanctions do not re verse the
aggression, and1 like military force. sanctions cause heavyý
sufferim-c to civiians.
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